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Chapter 961: Everyone’s Troubles 

 

Everyone’s Troubles 

“Don’t think too much.” Lin Yi took the box out and removed the ring, putting it on her finger. “It’s 

yours, always yours.” 

“Okay…” Tang Yun was a little pleasantly surprised—she forgot all her troubles. At this instant, her 

happiness was sealed, seared into her mind forever. Under the tree shades, Lin Yi put a ring on her- it 

showed her his love. 

“The problem with the Chu family seems to be solved for now, but it hasn’t been. Leaving now would 

make me worry, plus, Yao Yao and Shu aren’t hostile towards you either, that’s just how their 

personalities are. They were hostile to me too when we first met, but if you get to know them you’ll get 

along with them…” Lin Yi consoled. 

“Oh? Oh…” Tang Yun paused, not understanding if this was a hint on Lin Yi’s part. Was he saying that he 

wouldn’t give up on her even if he’d chosen the Miss? He wanted her to get along with them? 

Would she? She didn’t know… If Lin Yi did choose the miss, perhaps she would… or maybe not… But 

what would she do if she wouldn’t, would she give Lin Yi over to the miss? No! That would mean the 

Miss got her way! 

Lin Yi’s harmless words, unexpectedly, pushed Tang Yun’s thoughts in an incorrect direction. All he 

meant to say was that the Miss would treat a person she accepted with a very friendly attitude… 

“Hah… Once the exams are over I’ll bring you back during the holidays, let you meet my old man.” Lin Yi 

smiled. 

“Okay!” Tang Yun was happy once more. As long as Lin Yi had her in his heart, what did she care about 

the miss? If Lin Yi didn’t like her, there was nothing she could do to make him stay anyway. “Then… 

What do I call him?” 

“Uh… Grandpa, I guess. That’s about right for his age, though I just called him old man.” Lin Yi smiled. He 

knew that Tang Yun couldn’t just call him old man, after all. It was rude. 

“Okay.” Tang Yun nodded. “Good thing I haven’t told my family about this yet, otherwise I wonder what 

my mom would be up to?” 

Tang Yun felt quite helpless regarding her mom. 

“Haha…” Lin Yi smiled. Lin Yi himself was a little helpless when it came to Miss Tang. She’d always been 

there from the first day he pursued Tang Yun, so he was grateful and wouldn’t say much about her 

greedy tendencies. 

House Chu’s troubles were over, but that didn’t apply to some other people! Anyone with any hostility 

towards Lin Yi and House Chu was all worried. 



The Xiao house. 

Xiao Ji and Xiao Ben looked at Uncle Pi, who lay in bed. They didn’t know what to say! 

After a complicated rescue, Uncle PI’s life was kept, but he’d become a vegetable! 

“You fucking greedy bitch!” Xiao Ji slapped at Huli after looking at the Uncle PI who was stuffed with 

tubes in the sickbed. “Can’t you fucking look where you’re going when driving, good job! Now, Uncle Pi’s 

in a vegetative state, what are we Xiaos supposed to do now, huh? We were already falling from grace, 

now that we don’t even have a master to back us up we’re done for!” 

“Waaahhh…” Huli didn’t dare say anything else after getting slapped. She only wiped her tears. 

“Crying? That’s all you know! The hell is crying going to do for us?” Xiao Ji went furious just from looking 

at his wife, why did he bring home this piece of thing with him? He got angrier at the thought. “Stop 

crying, this is something you’ve caused! If you hadn’t gone and messed with the Chu’s then we wouldn’t 

be in conflict with them in the first place, and we wouldn’t be wanting revenge and Uncle Pi wouldn’t be 

lying here! Can’t you look where you’re going when you drive!!” 

“Enough, brother!” Xiao Ben waved his hand. “This isn’t the time for fighting. Even if you kill sis-in-law it 

wouldn’t change a thing! It wouldn’t solve anything!” 

“Then… What do we do?” Xiao Ji sighed, unsure of what he was to do. It was why he dumped all his rage 

on his wife. 

“First, we need to make sure our house stays stable. I suggest marrying the Kangs soon. Otherwise, it’s 

over for us! With Hosue Kang and its business supporting us, we’d still be able to make it through this!” 

Xiao Ji said. “Second, we can contact Uncle Pi’s sect. They wouldn’t just sit idly by after he’d gotten 

injured like this.” 

“Ah… We’ll have to hurry with the marriage, then!” Xiao Ji nodded. “But we don’t know Uncle Pi’s sect! 

Also, wasn’t it Huili who ran him down?” 

“If you and I keep quiet, then it’s Lin Yi who did it, who’d know the truth?” Xiao Ben waved his hand. 

“Even if they find out that sis-in-law did it that doesn’t matter. This is a mystic mid-class physical 

practitioner, you think he’d just get killed by a car? That isn’t practical, right?” 

“True! But we don’t know where his origins are, and father never told us before passing…” Xiao Ji 

nodded. “We didn’t get the chance to ask Uncle Pi himself, too.” 

“That’s true too.” Xiao Ben frowned. “Alright, just let the news out, and say that Uncle Pi got crippled by 

Lin Yi…” 

“But brother, if we do that the Kangs might not want to get close with us after finding out the truth…” 

Xiao Ji said worriedly. 

“You think we’d be able to hide this if we tried?” Xiao Ben waved his hand. “I’m sure that it wouldn’t 

take long before everyone knew about how House Xiao’s in trouble!” 

“That’s true, there’s no way we could hide it.” Xiao Ji nodded before going on his way to spread the 

news as well as contact House Kang… 



Yanjing, the Yu’s, 

Yu Shuixing looked at his third brother Yu Bide’s corpse, placed on the living room’s center. Tears 

dropped. “Brother, why have you left us? Without our elder brother, House Yu only has us two left… 

Why did you leave me?” 

Haitian stood at a side, not speaking a word. House Yu had been tyrants for many years, and a tragedy 

like this was unprecedented! The Yu’s didn’t know what to do anymore! 

Yu Kun sat in his wheelchair as he looked at his father, now a corpse. He couldn’t accept this reality. His 

injuries hadn’t recovered yet, and now his father was dead! Lin Yi, why was he so cruel! 

“Father, please let me be the one to kill Lin Yi, I’ll avenge uncle and brother!” Yu Feng’s eyes were raging 

with fury as well. There were petty conflicts within the Yu family’s insider circle, but at this point, when 

they were threatened by a foreign force, House Yu would most definitely share that rage amongst 

themselves. 
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Crueler Than You Are 

“That’s impulsive!” Shuixing waved his hand, his face solemn. “Do you know the type of situation we’re 

in? You still want to go to him for revenge. How can you be so foolish” 

“But… We’re just going to let this go?” Yu Feng paused. 

“Brother, I know that you want to take revenge for me and my father, but uncle’s right. We can’t make a 

move based on impulse right now!” Yu Kun wanted revenge himself, but he understood that this was 

not the time to be rushing things. 

“Feng, you’re young, that’s why you’re impulsive!” Shuixing nodded. “Right now, Lin Yi is making it clear 

that he was putting on a sheepskin to bait us, and not only did he not lose his strength he even 

improved! Not even that, just a dog beside him has become a practitioner dog! Behind him, just how 

much power is behind him backing him up for him to do this? That dog had almost gotten killed by Kun’s 

hit, so just what sort of treasures did they have to pull out to heal it? Let’s not talk about other houses—

just our House Yu alone might not be able to take out treasures like that, let alone using them on a dog! 

Plus, being able to turn a dog into a practitioner dog? That was hard enough for humans, and now they 

have a practitioner dog! Did they have too many treasures, or too many masters, so they decided to try 

playing with this dog practitioner idea?” 

Yu Feng lowered his head at his father’s words. He was right—from these details, it was clear just how 

immensely powerful Lin Yi’s background was. He couldn’t act rashly. 

“But what do we do? Do we have to endure this?” Yu Feng said a little depressedly. 

“That is all we can do for now. But remember, anyone destined for greatness must know how to endure. 

Isn’t that what the story about tasting gall while sleeping on brushwood told us? We have to endure!” 

Shuixing said. “I’ll contact your eldest uncle about this later, see what he has to say! As long as the 



hidden House Yu stands up for us, then we have nothing to fear. It’s just that the people on that side 

won’t make a move that easily!” 

Yu Feng nodded and sighed. “We’ll have to endure it, then!” 

Lin Yi not losing his strength was a piece of news that grew wings, flying around to everybody’s ears. 

Zhen Dazhou and Zhen Yingjun were the first ones to know this! 

The two shivered in fear once they realized the truth. They were scared that Lin Yi would come to their 

doorstep! 

“Elder Ma, when will your master come down from the mountains? Not only did Lin Yi not lose his 

strength, I even heard that he’s exacting vengeance on those who wanted revenge from him!” Dazhou 

was pale as he spoke to Ma Zhu. “House Yu and HOuse Xiao both lost lives to him, and Yao Wang along 

with Zhao Qibin are injured as well! What do we do/ Could Lin Yi’s next target be us?” 

“What? Lin Yi’s regained his strength?” Ma Zhu didn’t believe the news! He felt a wave of sadness wipe 

through him. If Lin Yi were crippled as well then he would have some cause for comfort, but the man 

now was perfectly fine, while he was crippled! He couldn’t accept it! 

“Yeah, I’m worried Lin Yi would come to us for revenge!” Dazhou said, very worried. He was regretting 

terribly how he’d went to piss Lin Yi off- now not only was his son’s reproductive capabilities destroyed, 

Ma Zhu had suffered heavy injuries as well! 

“Hmph, let’s see if he dares! Only death awaits him once my master arrives!” Ma Zhu smiled coldly. 

From what he could see, Lin Yi was no small threat—but he was nothing compared to his master! 

“Then when will your master come, Elder Ma? Could he hasten the pace? I’m worried that Lin Yi would 

be at our doorstep before he reaches us…” He said worriedly. 

“My master is an earth phase master, but according to the rules of the hidden houses’ committee, 

earth-class masters aren’t allowed to just roam the common world, unless there were special reasons! 

He’s already applied to the committee for permission…” Ma Zhu frowned. 

Ma Zhu understood the rules surrounding the hidden houses, rules that only applied to them. For those 

big sects, they didn’t work! In front of those super ancient sects, these hidden houses were nothing but 

small fry! 

The hidden houses couldn’t interfere at all. They didn’t even have the right to ask about what was going 

on in the ancient sects! 

Ma Zhu’s sect was small, and it was just a newly made sect. Sects like that would, of course, be 

influenced by the union of those hidden houses! 

“I see…” Dazhou nodded. “Then what do we do?” 

“My master said that we should hide for a while before he comes. Everything will be solved once he 

arrives!” Ma Zhu said. 

Ma Zhu’s voice had just finished speaking when a knocking could be heard outside! 



“Who?” Dazhou asked subconsciously. 

“Lin Yi.” Lin Yi said dully. He’d already heard from Qibin that these people were hiding here in this hotel. 

“Lin Yi!” Dazhou jumped, almost falling to the ground as he looked in horror at Ma Zhu. “Elder Ma, what 

do we do?” 

“Didn’t I tell you to endure it first? Wait until my master comes. At that point nothing will be a 

problem.” Ma Zhu frowned a little impatiently. He hated Lin Yi as well, but he knew well that there was 

nothing he could do to him in his current situation. 

“Oh…” Dazhou toughened himself up and wal.ked over to open the door, acting composed. “Lin Yi, why 

are you here? We’ve both cleared our debts, haven’t we? Elder Ma’s become crippled, and you’ve 

destroyed my son as well. What else do you want?” 

“Oh, that’s true, but I’m here to start something new, it’s not related to last time.” Lin Yi smiled, 

speaking flatly. 

“Start something new? What do you mean?” Dazhou paused. 

“You extorted me last time, so I’m doing it to you!” Lin Yi said. 

“You want to extort money from me?” Dazhou’s face changed. 

“Five hundred million. I’m someone who always likes to pay back twofold, so since you took two 

hundred fifty million last time, it’s not too much if I demand five hundred from you, right?” Lin Yi smiled 

as he looked at Dazhou, putting on an innocent smile. “If you don’t, then I’ll have to kidnap your son and 

go to Donghai, destroying all your businesses. After all, I’m the best at destroying skyscrapers, ask Zhao 

Qibin—I did two for him.” 

Dazhou’s face paled instantly! Lin Yi was threatening him, it was a blatant threat! He was much crueler 

than he had been! At least he only kidnapped Mengyao and Yushu before asking for money, but Lin Yi 

didn’t even do that yet and he was asking for five hundred million! He was straight-up threatening him 

to pay up or he’d kidnap his son! 
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Girl of House Liu 

This sort of ransom was unprecedented. He’d never heard of it before! Dazhou’s face went green and 

white, but there was nothing he could do to him! Who knew what the consequences of pissing off Lin Yi 

were. The guy killed people from both Houses Yu and Xiao, let alone some guy called Zhen Dazhou! 

And Lin Yi said so himself. If he didn’t pay up, then he would go to Donghai to tear down his business! 

This gave him a sense of humiliation! Only now did he realize what true evil looked like. He was nothing 

compared to Lin Yi! 

“Five hundred million… I don’t have that much…” Dazhou said as he suppressed his anger. 



“Okay, then just give me what you have first.” Lin Yi said. “We’ll have it written on paper what you owe 

me.” 

“Alright!” Dazhou gritted his teeth. “I only have two hundred fifty million right now.” 

He knew that all he had to do now was endure. By the time Ma Zhu’s master came, Lin Yi would be 

forced to spit out all the money he’s taken from him! Since he was doing this daylight robbery to him 

right now he’d do the same to him when he had the power! He would ask Lin Yi and Pengzhan for 

money with Ma Zhu’s master with him! If not, he’d kill his entire family! 

Dazhou now had already forgotten completely about the punishment House Xiao, Yu, and Zhao Qibin 

suffered. Those who threatened Lin Yi’s entire family were all killed! But, it didn’t quite matter to 

Dazhou right now, since as far as he was concerned Ma Zhu’s master was invincible, much more 

powerful than Lin Yi as an Earth class, as well as the holder of an Eight Level Golden Shield! Unless some 

meteor or something slammed into him, normal construction machines wouldn’t be able to do anything 

to him! 

And as powerful as Lin Yi was, there was no way he could go across so many levels and fight such an 

invincible enemy! After all, he was a Mystic and the difference between Mystic and Earth were akin to 

different worlds! With that thought, he took in a deep breath and remembered this rage, thinking that 

he’d use it when Jin Wudi came to avenge his disciple Ma Zhu! 

“Two hundred fifty million?” Lin Yi frowned. “I already gave you two hundred fifty million, how come 

that’s all you have?” 

“I did have money before, but I used it to heal Zhen Yingjun’s sickness…” Dazhou’s eyes filled with rage 

at hat point, this kid dared ask him where the money went! If it weren’t for him he wouldn’t be 

spending so much to fix his son! 

“Alright then, just give me two hundred fifty million first. Here, this is the account…” Lin Yi gave him an 

account. 

Dazhou didn’t try anything funny, and instantly gave him the money along with an IOU. 

Yanjing, House Liu. 

While the events taking place these few days had nothing to do with Liu Tianyi, he was a man who was 

more focused on Songshan’s state than anyone else! 

Lin Yi was injured, and had lost all his strength! This was the information he received! 

House Liu was in a mess when they received the news! 

Liu Zhenhu’s son Liu Tianli came home with an angry look on his face. “Big brother, I really have to say 

this. How could you just lend that money out like that? House Liu’s money doesn’t come from some 

tree, I earned that myself! You’re the inheritor of the house, and when you asked me to lend you money 

I gave it without a second thought- but shouldn’t you do research on the person you’re lending it too to 

see if he can return it? Now everybody’s all going to this Lin Yi for trouble, who knows if he’d even have 

his life in his hands, let alone paying us back!” 



“Tianli, we need to look further than just the present. Even if Lin Yi’s lost his fighting abilities, he still has 

his medical abilities. He would reach the peak of this world sooner or later!” Tianyi said, not as worried 

about the state of Songshan. 

“What use is medical abilities when he’s dead?” Tianli said, insistent. 

“Dad, I think uncle’s right. This Lin Yi, if he really is as powerful and great as uncle says he is, then doing 

this during his most dire time of need would give us a huge amount of potential support in the future!” 

Zhenhu’s daughter, a young girl, interrupted. “House Liu came into power through business politics, but 

we have no practitioners. This is a hurdle for our house’s development. We have the marriage with 

House Wu, but we ourselves are still a little too weak, we need another support! Sometimes gambles 

must be made. This one hundred million, we can see it as a gamble. Winning it would bring us an 

unimaginable amount of benefits, and if we lose, then find, one hundred million it is. If you think it’ll be 

a thorn for you, dad, you can cut it out from my salary…” 

This girl was Liu Tianli’s daughter Liu Jinghan, the genius daughter of House Liu who had been doing 

business by Tianli’s side since she was fifteen. To the outside, House Liu’s business was managed by 

Tianli, but those who knew insider’s information, shared by the big noble houses, knew very well that it 

was this fifteen-year-old pretty girl who was the one behind the wheel! 

At fifteen, she started a business. At sixteen, she doubled House Liu’s businesses, and at seventeen, she 

doubled it again. Her eighteenth birthday had just passed, and Liu Zhenhu gave her a pass to attend the 

big family meetings of House Liu! 

Zhenhu, evidently, was already treating Jinghan as the third inheritor of House Liu, and was training her 

for that. The only regrettable part was that she was a girl! After she ascended the seat of the family 

unless her children were named Liu… There’d be no future inheritors under this family line! They’ll have 

to choose from some other descendant within the line. 

“Tianli, Jing Jing is right, you have to set your sights farther!” Zhenhu opened his mouth as well. “If Lin Yi 

were to successfully breakthrough this time of trouble, then we would have established a good 

connection with him. House Liu, in the future, would benefit greatly from that! Your business abilities 

are good, but you’re still behind on looking at the grander picture compared to Jing Jing. You have much 

to learn!” 

“Yes, father!” Tianli didn’t have much else to say now that his own father spoke up. After all, he himself 

was very impressed with his daughter. 

“Every year, at the noble house meetings, House Liu is always on the weaker side. We have no special 

pills and no treasures. Practically no one on the trade fairs trade with us, and we don’t have anyone to 

participate in the martial tournaments. House Chen’s old man had retired for a few years, and House 

Chen isn’t much better than House Xiao… But they have Chen Yutian, a golden class master! He might 

very well breakthrough, and so House Chen isn’t in too much of a concerning state!” Zhenhu said. “But 

Tianyi isn’t young anymore. Once he backs down and no longer has a position in the world of politics, 

then there’d be a problem. With just our businesses we can never maintain our status as a noble house! 

I’m still alive now, so some old connections pay me respect, but once I’m gone, House Liu will fall!” 
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Becoming Friends With Love Rivals? 

“That’s right, Tianli. If it weren’t for Lin Yi, father wouldn’t be so healthy right now. So, even if we just 

think of this one hundred million as gratitude, what’s the problem in that?” Tianyi said. 

“I understand!” Tianli nodded. 

But, before House Liu even finished their meeting, a new piece of news arrived—Lin Yi hadn’t lost his 

strength at all, he was pretending! Yu Bide was dead, Uncle Pi was in a vegetative state, and Zhao 

Qibin’s legs were broken! 

House Liu, upon knowing this, couldn’t help but look at each other, unsure what to say. It was just 

moments ago that Lin Yi was still on the submissive side—now, everything was flipped around! 

Furthermore, wasn’t Lin Yi a little too cruel, killing even House Yu’s Yu Bide? Turning Uncle Pi into a 

vegetable, too, and even breaking the legs of Qibin, from a hidden house? 

“Ha! Lin Yi, he had us all fooled, he was putting on a sheepskin! We were worried about nothing!” Tianyi 

breathed out after hearing the news. The ones celebrating Lin Yi’s comeback were none other than 

House Liu! After all, he would very well remember that one hundred million and not forget what House 

Liu has done. 

“I admit, my sights were to narrow!” Tianli said, a little self-mockingly. “But, this Lin Yi is a little violent? 

Doing this would anger House Li and House Xiao and even Zhao Qibin’s hidden house- would that rage 

involve us if we stay in contact with Lin Yi?” 

“Hm…” Tianyi went into thought at the words. Things were more complicated now, and the hatred 

between Lin Yi and House Xiao along with House Yu was pretty much unnegotiable at this point. If they 

were to stay on Lin Yi’s side, it might affect them. 

After all, with the way their family was right now, pissing off these two big houses weren’t in their 

biggest interests. 

“What do you think, Jing Jing?” Zhenhu didn’t make any comments but asked his granddaughter’s 

opinion instead. 

“I think we can spread the news of how Lin Yi had saved grandpa.” Liu Jing said after a short silence. 

“Oh?” Liu Tianyi paused, not understanding how this had any correlation. What was his daughter talking 

about? 

Tianyi was the traditional type—he was good at maintaining the business, but not starting one! 

“Brilliant! Jing Jing, you really are the talent of our house!” Tianyi said, and started laughing loudly. “Lin 

Yi is the savior of our House Liu, so being on good terms with him is all but natural, otherwise we’d be 

repaying his kindness with hostility! Helping Lin Yi would be perfectly understandable for House Yu and 

House Xiao, there’s nothing they can say!” 



“I see!” Tianli said, understanding immediately. “True, while many of these noble families aren’t good 

people themselves, they’re still a reasonable lot. We’ve received Lin Yi’s grace, and if even we didn’t stay 

on his side then it’d label us as ungrateful!” 

Zhenhu nodded. “We’ll do as Jing Jing says.” 

‘Yes, father!” Tianyi and Tianli said. 

Liu Jinghan, on the other hand, did not seem to be happy. She only stood there, behind Zhenhu, quietly. 

A trace of doubt crossed her pretty eyes. Was Lin Yi really only pretending? There seemed to be 

something she wasn’t aware of. 

What an odd person! Jinghan shook her head. Did they really trade one hundred million for Lin Yi’s 

friendship? She wasn’t sure… 

… 

After splitting up with Tang Yun at school, Lin Yi went to Zhen Dazhou for money and told him Chu 

Pengzhan’s account number. After the transfer had been made, he went back to the villa. 

The door of the villa had already been repaired, along with the other destroyed parts of the house. 

Some of the mud just hadn’t cleared up yet, however. 

Pengzhan hadn’t gone to the company yet, but instead to Li Fu’s room. Lin Yi was healed now, so could 

he be able to heal Uncle Fu? He didn’t want to ask Lin Yi of that task when he’d lost his strength, only 

thinking of carrying Li Fu with him and wait for Lin Yi to think of an alternative. 

But now all of that was gone. He was planning on requesting Lin Yi to see if he could help Uncle Fu. 

The miss and Yushu, on the other hand, were sitting on the sofa, whispering to each other. 

“How come Shield Bro isn’t back yet? What’s he doing?” Yushu said as she looked at the clock in the 

living room. 

“Going to see Tang Yun, maybe. Now that he’s not going home anymore he has to talk to Tang Yin about 

it.” Mengyao understood Lin Yi- he treated Tang Yin very well. 

“Oh, wonder if she’d be disappointed? Now that Shield Bro’s gonna live with us again, she’ll probably 

faint at the news!” Yushu said excitedly. 

“Shu, don’t say stuff like that!” Mengyao, for the first time, spoke up for Tang Yun. “Tang Yun’s actually a 

really great woman, she was willing to give up on everything here and go home with Lin Yi, so it’s 

obvious that she really cares about him! It’s also Lin Yi himself who chose her, so as we accept him, we 

need to accept her too!” 

“Oh, so Yao Yao, you’re saying that you accept Tang Yun as Shield Bro’s number two small wife?” Yushu 

asked. 

“What on earth is a number two small wife” Mengyao glared at Yushu, frowning. “I’m just saying that 

we all might ae able to become rather good friends, at least we wouldn’t be poking at each other all the 

time!” 



“How can we become friends with a love rival?” Yushu said curiously. 

“Who’s a love rival? I told you, I don’t like Lin Yi!” Mengyao said. 

“Oh, you’re lying, Yao Yao sis!” Yushu said, 

“Alright, fine- even if I liked Lin Yi… I’m just giving an example, it’s not true.” Mengyao said. “Then you 

like Lin Yi too! If you want to be his mistress then naturally the two of us are love rivals!’ 

“Oh… That might be true.” Yushu shook her head. 

“Then are we good friends?” Mengyao asked. 

“I think so.” Yushu nodded. 

“Then why can’t we be friends with Tang Yun?” She asked. 

“But, Yao Yao, you’re just saying things hypothetically! You said that you don’t like LIn Yi isn’t true.” 

Yushu said. 

“Yeah, so since it’s not true. We aren’t love rivals with Tang Yun, right?” Mengyao was a little pleased—

she finally beat Yushu at her own game. 

“Oh…” Yushu was a little confused. She shook her head, frustrated. “Then fine, we’ll be friends with her! 

I’m fine with it anyway, as long as I get to be a small wife!” 

“…” Mengyao didn’t know what to say. Weren’t her aspirations a little low? 
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Returning The Money 

“There’s a good saying: A palace girl who doesn’t want to be empress isn’t a good palace girl,” Yushu 

said. 

“Then why are you aspiring to be a mistress?” Mengyao said, annoyed. 

“I’m not done yet! What I wanna say is, a small wife who doesn’t try to be the big wife—is a good wife!” 

Yushu added. 

“!@#$%…” Mengyao rolled her eyes, speechless. 

The two were just talking when Lin Yi pushed open the door, seeing the two girls but not Chu 

Penghzhan. “Did Uncle Chu leave already?” 

“No, dad’s with Uncle Fu in his room.” Mengyao shook her head. “Lin Yi, you didn’t go to school?” 

“Oh?” Lin Yi paused, not understanding what the Miss was asking. 

Mengyao actually wanted to ask if Lin Yi went to see Tang Yun, but when Lin Yi didn’t say anything, she 

dropped the question, “It’s nothing.” 



Hearing the voices in the living room, Pengzhan walked out of the room to see Lin Yi. “Lin Yi, are you still 

busy?” 

“Not anymore.” Lin Yi shook his head. “By the way, Uncle Chu, I made Zhen Dazhou return the two 

hundred fifty million, but one hundred million of that is from Liu Tianyi, so I have to give it back.” 

“Ah? You have the money already?” Pengzhan paused, eyes wide. 

“Yeah, I told him that if he doesn’t give me the money I’ll kidnap his son and destroy his business in 

Donghai. And then he gave it to me.” Lin Yi said casually as if it were a normal thing to do. 

Pengzhan didn’t know what to say. Getting money like this really was unorthodox, but where did 

Dazhou’s balls go, where’s that dominance he had when he kidnapped Yao Yao? But now Pengzhan 

understood—that vigor that the dominant person had, that was just when the opponent himself didn’t 

have strength. Just like he himself, didn’t he get pushed into a corner, not knowing what to do when the 

kidnappers struck? 

Dazhou was probably too afraid to piss Lin Yi off after the examples he’d made of House Yu, House Xiao, 

and Zhao Qibin. Only an idiot would continue going against Lin Yi at that point. 

“Shield Bro, you’re so good! Maybe if we don’t like someone’s face next time we can use this method to 

get some money!” Yushu said excitedly. 

“Shu, don’t say that! Doing that simply to anyone without reason is a crime!” Mengyao said, stopping 

Yushu. 

“What I mean is for Shield Bro to specifically target the bad guys…” Yushu explained. 

“Against bad guys, he might as well slap them to death, like that Yu Bide.” Mengyao said. 

“Yao Yao, you’re crueler than I am!” Yushu said, surprised. 

“Yi, since you’re free right now, could you take a look at Uncle Fu’s injuries?” Pengzhan waved his hands 

to tell the girls to settle down and back off from Lin Yi. 

“That’s what I came back quickly to do, Uncle Chu.” Lin Yi said. “Let’s go, I’ll take a look now.” 

“Ah, okay… I’ll let my assistant send Tianyi the money now?” Pengzhan asked after seeing the 

notification that the money has been received. 

“Okay, send it. I’ll give Liu Tianyi a call.” Lin Yi nodded. 

“Alright,” Pengzhan responded before going to handle it. 

Lin Yi made the phone call. 

House Liu was just finishing up their business plan in the family meeting when Lin Yi called. He picked up 

immediately. “Hello, Miracle Doctor Lin, how are you!” 

“Mister Liu, I’ve used the money. I’m sending it to your account now, please check that you got it. Again, 

thank you for your help!” Lin Yi said gratefully. After all, that generous aid they provided really did leave 

a good impression on him. 



“Miracle Doctor Lin, not at all! There was no need to return it, just use it! Returning it back to us…isn’t 

that too courteous of you?” Tianyi said, a little disappointed. “Do you not treat me as your friend, 

Miracle Doctor Lin?” 

“Of course I do—I wouldn’t have asked you if I didn’t!” Lin Yi said, neither humble or pert. “There’s a 

saying—if you return what you owe, it’s easy to borrow again—but if you refuse this money, Mister Liu, 

it really would be difficult for me to ask for help in the future!” 

“I see…” Tianyi hesitated but nodded with a bitter smile. “Alright, since you insist, Miracle Doctor Lin, 

then I’ll accept it!” 

“Haha, but as a gesture of gratitude for your generosity, Miser Liu, I can give you a free healing session 

for you or one of your friends.” Lin Yi, naturally, wasn’t someone who just said thanks. He had to give 

something back. 

“I- I couldn’t accept that!” Tianyi felt blessed, yet disappointed a little at the same time. After all, Lin Yi 

returning the money and promising free healing meant that the two had their debts cleared! That didn’t 

align with Tianyi’s goals, who wanted to continue getting closer to Lin Yi. 

“Haha, it’s nothing.” Lin Yi smiled. “Alright then, there’s still something I have to tend to here.” 

“Alright, Miracle Doctor Lin, then farewell…” Tianyi hung up, sighing helplessly. 

“What’s wrong, brother? You don’t look very happy? Lin Yi’s already returned the money, what’s 

wrong?” Tianli understood the phone call himself—it seemed that not only did Lin Yi return the money, 

but he was also offering to give House Liu some benefits as well. Why did his brother look unhappy? 

“Lin Yi sent one hundred million back to my account.” Liu Tianyi said, smiling bitterly. “Not only that, he 

offered to give a healing session to us House Liu for free…” 

“That’s a good thing!” Tianli said, not understanding. “Not only did he give us the money back, but he 

also gave us a big benefit! Why are you unhappy?” 

“Tianli, do you know why your profits every year, though very stable and safe, never had a 

breakthrough, despite all your years of business?” Zhenhu opened his mouth. “And do you know why 

Jing Jing doubled the profits after just one year?” 

“I… Because I lack the ability, perhaps?” Tianli didn’t know why his father would bring that up. 
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Returning The Money 

“There’s a good saying: A palace girl who doesn’t want to be empress isn’t a good palace girl,” Yushu 

said. 

“Then why are you aspiring to be a mistress?” Mengyao said, annoyed. 

“I’m not done yet! What I wanna say is, a small wife who doesn’t try to be the big wife—is a good wife!” 

Yushu added. 



“!@#$%…” Mengyao rolled her eyes, speechless. 

The two were just talking when Lin Yi pushed open the door, seeing the two girls but not Chu 

Penghzhan. “Did Uncle Chu leave already?” 

“No, dad’s with Uncle Fu in his room.” Mengyao shook her head. “Lin Yi, you didn’t go to school?” 

“Oh?” Lin Yi paused, not understanding what the Miss was asking. 

Mengyao actually wanted to ask if Lin Yi went to see Tang Yun, but when Lin Yi didn’t say anything, she 

dropped the question, “It’s nothing.” 

Hearing the voices in the living room, Pengzhan walked out of the room to see Lin Yi. “Lin Yi, are you still 

busy?” 

“Not anymore.” Lin Yi shook his head. “By the way, Uncle Chu, I made Zhen Dazhou return the two 

hundred fifty million, but one hundred million of that is from Liu Tianyi, so I have to give it back.” 

“Ah? You have the money already?” Pengzhan paused, eyes wide. 

“Yeah, I told him that if he doesn’t give me the money I’ll kidnap his son and destroy his business in 

Donghai. And then he gave it to me.” Lin Yi said casually as if it were a normal thing to do. 

Pengzhan didn’t know what to say. Getting money like this really was unorthodox, but where did 

Dazhou’s balls go, where’s that dominance he had when he kidnapped Yao Yao? But now Pengzhan 

understood—that vigor that the dominant person had, that was just when the opponent himself didn’t 

have strength. Just like he himself, didn’t he get pushed into a corner, not knowing what to do when the 

kidnappers struck? 

Dazhou was probably too afraid to piss Lin Yi off after the examples he’d made of House Yu, House Xiao, 

and Zhao Qibin. Only an idiot would continue going against Lin Yi at that point. 

“Shield Bro, you’re so good! Maybe if we don’t like someone’s face next time we can use this method to 

get some money!” Yushu said excitedly. 

“Shu, don’t say that! Doing that simply to anyone without reason is a crime!” Mengyao said, stopping 

Yushu. 

“What I mean is for Shield Bro to specifically target the bad guys…” Yushu explained. 

“Against bad guys, he might as well slap them to death, like that Yu Bide.” Mengyao said. 

“Yao Yao, you’re crueler than I am!” Yushu said, surprised. 

“Yi, since you’re free right now, could you take a look at Uncle Fu’s injuries?” Pengzhan waved his hands 

to tell the girls to settle down and back off from Lin Yi. 

“That’s what I came back quickly to do, Uncle Chu.” Lin Yi said. “Let’s go, I’ll take a look now.” 

“Ah, okay… I’ll let my assistant send Tianyi the money now?” Pengzhan asked after seeing the 

notification that the money has been received. 

“Okay, send it. I’ll give Liu Tianyi a call.” Lin Yi nodded. 



“Alright,” Pengzhan responded before going to handle it. 

Lin Yi made the phone call. 

House Liu was just finishing up their business plan in the family meeting when Lin Yi called. He picked up 

immediately. “Hello, Miracle Doctor Lin, how are you!” 

“Mister Liu, I’ve used the money. I’m sending it to your account now, please check that you got it. Again, 

thank you for your help!” Lin Yi said gratefully. After all, that generous aid they provided really did leave 

a good impression on him. 

“Miracle Doctor Lin, not at all! There was no need to return it, just use it! Returning it back to us…isn’t 

that too courteous of you?” Tianyi said, a little disappointed. “Do you not treat me as your friend, 

Miracle Doctor Lin?” 

“Of course I do—I wouldn’t have asked you if I didn’t!” Lin Yi said, neither humble or pert. “There’s a 

saying—if you return what you owe, it’s easy to borrow again—but if you refuse this money, Mister Liu, 

it really would be difficult for me to ask for help in the future!” 

“I see…” Tianyi hesitated but nodded with a bitter smile. “Alright, since you insist, Miracle Doctor Lin, 

then I’ll accept it!” 

“Haha, but as a gesture of gratitude for your generosity, Miser Liu, I can give you a free healing session 

for you or one of your friends.” Lin Yi, naturally, wasn’t someone who just said thanks. He had to give 

something back. 

“I- I couldn’t accept that!” Tianyi felt blessed, yet disappointed a little at the same time. After all, Lin Yi 

returning the money and promising free healing meant that the two had their debts cleared! That didn’t 

align with Tianyi’s goals, who wanted to continue getting closer to Lin Yi. 

“Haha, it’s nothing.” Lin Yi smiled. “Alright then, there’s still something I have to tend to here.” 

“Alright, Miracle Doctor Lin, then farewell…” Tianyi hung up, sighing helplessly. 

“What’s wrong, brother? You don’t look very happy? Lin Yi’s already returned the money, what’s 

wrong?” Tianli understood the phone call himself—it seemed that not only did Lin Yi return the money, 

but he was also offering to give House Liu some benefits as well. Why did his brother look unhappy? 

“Lin Yi sent one hundred million back to my account.” Liu Tianyi said, smiling bitterly. “Not only that, he 

offered to give a healing session to us House Liu for free…” 

“That’s a good thing!” Tianli said, not understanding. “Not only did he give us the money back, but he 

also gave us a big benefit! Why are you unhappy?” 

“Tianli, do you know why your profits every year, though very stable and safe, never had a 

breakthrough, despite all your years of business?” Zhenhu opened his mouth. “And do you know why 

Jing Jing doubled the profits after just one year?” 

“I… Because I lack the ability, perhaps?” Tianli didn’t know why his father would bring that up. 
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A Crazy Idea 

“This House Sun- they’re a healer house?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Yes. Even now, House Sun is still one of the four small noble houses and five great noble houses. The 

descendants of House Sun can be said to be spiritual practitioners, but aren’t specialized in combat. The 

qi within their bodies can only be used for healing or strengthening their power!” Uncle Fu said. “But 

most of the disciples of House Sun, before they break through the first layer of their secret passed-down 

arts, can only heal one person. After his qi synchronizes with that person, the bond can never be 

changed! Unless he breaks through the second stage, at which point he’ll be able to heal two people in 

total, and so on… Currently, the head of House Sun is only able to heal four people, but he’s already 

chosen three. One spot remains…” 

“Oh?” Lin Yi found this interesting. These Suns practiced an art similar to his but were completely 

different at the same time. Breaking through one stage could only let them heal one more person, while 

he only needed to stay in the first stage of the Art of Dragon Mastery and yet he was able to heal 

anyone! 

“So, these descendants of House Sun are the best candidates for marriage alliances—after all, which 

noble house didn’t want an insurance card like that?” A sad look could be seen on Li Fu’s face for an 

instant. “But never mind, it seems that you don’t have anything to do with House Sun…” 

“Naturally, since I’m a Lin, not a Sun, after all.” Lin Yi nodded. “But Uncle Fu, it seems that there’s 

something you wanted to say? Is there a deep connection between you and this House Sun?” 

“Yi, there are some things I’ve never mentioned to Mister Chu since he wasn’t a practitioner and wasn’t 

part of that world. I didn’t want to give him unnecessary worry.” Li Fu sighed. “But, you and I are in the 

same martial arts’ world. I’ll just see this as an old man muttering about the old days to a young man, so 

I’ll tell you just to share. Since… as it seems, it’s impossible for me to regain my strength any more in this 

lifetime! I’ll just be an old housekeeper peacefully after telling you this tale!” 

“Hm… Okay, Uncle Fu. Please tell me.” Lin Yi could tell already that Uncle Fu was a man with a story. 

There were many times he wanted to say something to Lin Yi but put it aside. This time, however, he 

was feeling troubled after losing all his strength and wanted someone to talk to. Lin Yi was a nice 

audience. 

“Yi, your guess is correct: My wife is indeed someone from House Sun!” Uncle Fu said, a trace of his 

youth returning to his eyes that instant. “My real name isn’t Li Fu, either!” 

“Oh?” Lin Yi wasn’t expecting Li Fu’s wife to be from House Sun. “Then, before…” 

“My identity before, it’s not much to mention… A failure I was!” Li Fu sighed. “It was twenty years ago, I 

was young and foolish. As the young master of the sect, I gained the strength of a late phase Mystic, 

considered to be a leader figure among the sects. I’ve also married a woman from House Sun, and, 

under her help, broke through to the Earth class… You can imagine the flood of confidence that had on 

me…” 



“What! You’re an Earth class?!” Lin Yi’s eyes went completely wide as he stared at Uncle Fu. Uncle Fu 

was a Mystic class, yet just before all he had was a golden class’ strength… 

“Early phase Earth class spiritual practitioner!” Uncle Fu nodded, some trace of pride in his eyes before a 

bitterness took over. “But misfortune landed, my sect was annihilated, my wife killed, my daughter 

missing, and our sect’s treasures taken. I don’t even know who the enemy was!” 

“What!” Lin Yi’s surprise only increased. If it weren’t for the fact that he’d interacted with Uncle Fu for 

so long and knew that he wouldn’t lie easily, Lin Yi would be thinking that the man was making up 

stories! 

“I’ve hidden my name for many years, investigating just what had happened… But to no avail. These 

years, my thirst for revenge dimmed and looking at Miss Chu, I felt like I was seeing my own daughter, 

so there’s some comfort in that as I took care of her.” Li Fu said in one breath. “It’s a hard story to take 

in, isn’t it?” 

Lin Yi nodded. “So you were a spiritual practitioner?” 

“After my nerves were broken, I hid my name and started training as a physical practitioner, aiming to 

stand at the peak once more and avenge my family and sect, but now I don’t even know who the enemy 

is, let alone take revenge!” Li Fu shook his head. “I’m telling you this because it’s panful to keep it in, but 

now that you know this, there’s no need for you to take action, either!” 

Li Fu wasn’t expecting Lin Yi to do anything for him—it was just that he’d kept this in his heart for too 

long, and it was troubling. He finally could let out a breath of relief. 

Lin Yi knew too that Li Fu left out a lot of details, only generalizing the entire story. He was confused and 

had questions, but didn’t ask them. After all, this was a wound of Uncle Fu’s, and asking those questions 

would only increase his sadness! 

If Li Fu wanted to tell him, then in the future he would reveal the story slowly. If he didn’t wish so, there 

was no point in asking! 

“So you were a spiritual practitioner, an Earth class, too?” Lin Yi’s heart thought of something insane. 

“Yes!” Uncle Fu nodded. “But that’s all in the past, there’s no point in being fixated on it! You can just 

treat it as a story…” 

“Uncle Fu, if it were possible for you to regain your strength, would you like to try?” Lin Yi said solemnly. 

“Regain my strength?” Uncle Fu froze, but a bitter smile appeared. “You want me to train again as a 

physical practitioner? I no longer have confidence. Yi, I understand that you want me to get myself 

together, but I really have given up! I thought I could have some breakthroughs through the physical 

route, but these years I’ve only remained stuck in the golden class late phase peak. Breaking into the 

Mystic class is too difficult and strenuous! After all, physical and spiritual practitioning are two different 

things, the higher we climb the harder it gets!” 

“Heh, I’m talking about spiritual practitioning.” Lin Yi smiled. 



“Spiritual?” Li Fu froze again before a flash of amazement appeared in his eyes. His voice sounded 

uncertain. “You’re saying… That you can enable me to train as a spiritual practitioner again? But my 

nerves… I…” 

“I can repair them!” Lin Yi nodded before saying it with certainty. 

This was the crazy thought that Lin Yi had in his mind. Wouldn’t it be too much of a waste if he didn’t let 

an Earth class like Uncle Fu regain his strength? 
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He was able to repair his own nerves, so repairing uncle Fu’s nerves was very likely as well! His ability 

was all-purpose, so it didn’t seem hard to do at all! Although, time was an issue. As long as he didn’t use 

up all the energy within him each time and quickly recover his strength in a short time, his enemies 

wouldn’t have a chance to slip in! 

Yet, he wasn’t sure if Uncle Fu would still be able to train as a spiritual practitioner even after he 

repaired his nerves! But no matter what, now that the idea was formed, Lin Yi just had to try it out! 

If Uncle Fu regained his strength, then it’d be akin to Lin Yi having an Earth class on his side! Just thinking 

about it gave him excitement, it’d look so powerful! 

“You’re saying… That you can repair broken nerves?” Uncle Fu asked a little uncertainly. “True… If House 

Sun could do it, then you probably could, as well!” 

“Uncle Fu, I’ll use some time to help you recover your nerves!” Lin Yi nodded before saying certainly. 

Li Fu’s eyes couldn’t suppress the excitement- it surfaced for a moment. “Yi, even if my nerves were 

repaired, I’ve lost all my qi… I’d have to start from the beginning!” 

“What’s wrong with that?” Lin Yi said. “You were able to reach the insurmountable earth-class twenty 

years ago, that had to be credited to your innate potential. Starting again isn’t too late!” 

“That was a reason, but…” Li Fu sighed. “My strength was formed through countless treasures, as well as 

that support, on top of it… It’s how I gained such powerful strength… But now…” 

Lin Yi fell into silence as he thought about it. He said it too easily—it’s true that Li Fu was once an Earth 

class, but it wasn’t certain that he could train back to the Earth class from the start! 

After all, breaking through required many coincidences and luck as well! 

“But, what if we fix your nerves first? Maybe there might be another way?” Lin Yi said, not wanting to 

give up. Earth class was something too great to pass up! If there really were an earth class on their side, 

then people like that Ma Zhu something would be nothing! 

“Alright, since you have such high expectations for me, Yi, of course, I’d accept.” Li Fu nodded. “I also 

need to protect Miss Chu, too, I’ll continue training!” 



“Alright! We’ll keep it at that for today! These few days, I’ll keep coming and fixing some of your injuries 

and nerves, until they’ve all healed completely!” Lin Yi said. 

“Every day?” Li Fu looked at him in shock, smiling bitterly. “Your qi really does recover quickly, I don’t 

know where you even get all that qi from. In the city, qi really is thin to an extreme level, yet you’re still 

able to recover with such speed every time—it’s an amazing feat.” 

“Haha, I suppose.” Lin Yi smiled, not explaining. After all, the secret regarding the jade space wasn’t 

something he could share with outsiders. These were things he could only talk about with the old man—

he still didn’t have that confidence towards other people yet. “If ever you’re bored, and want to talk 

about the old times, you can always come to me, Uncle Fu.” 

“Alright!” Uncle Fu understood Lin Yi—he wanted to ask him about more details about his past, but Li Fu 

didn’ want to tell him too much. With his current strength, there was no need for him to know all that 

stuff, it was nothing good for him! 

“I’ll keep this a secret from Uncle Chu, too.” Lin Yi said as he turned to leave. 

“Thank you…” Li Fu said as he laid out the two heavy words—after all, this wasn’t just to thank him for 

keeping the secret, it was also Lin Yi’s promise to repair his nerves and help him recover his strength! 

Pengzhan, Mengyao, and Shu were all sitting on the sofa, awaiting Lin Yi’s news! 

Uncle Fu could be said to be Pengzhan’s right-hand man, and he was always loyal to him these few 

years—he cared a lot about the Li Fu! 

For Mengyao, other than Pengzhan, Lin Yi, and Shu, the closest person she had was Uncle Fu! And so 

naturally she would be praying for Lin Yi t be able to heal him! 

Shu, on the other hand, might seem like a mischievous brat all day long, believed deeply in Shield Bro. 

She was his number one fan, and while she cared about Uncle Fu, she also knew that Shield Bro would 

be able to heal him for sure! The first rule for a small wife: you needed to believe that your man was the 

strongest there was! 

“Yi, how was it?” Pengzhan said as he stood up quickly and walked over. 

“Uncle Fu’s awake, but I’ll still need to heal him for a couple of days.” Lin Yi said. 

“He’s awake? That’s great news!” Pengzhan’s face broke into joy. “Thank you, Yi!” 

“Uncle Chu, it’s nothing!” Lin Yi waved his hand. “I’m happy to help.” 

“Can we see him?” Pengzhan asked. 

“Of course. He can’t come down from his bed yet, but he’s fine.” Lin Yi said, thinking that Pengzhan was 

being too careful. Uncle Fu was just telling him a story, too! 

Yet, from Pengzhan’s perspective, it was perfectly logical. From what he could see, Li Fu was like a 

patient who’d just come down an operating table, and Lin Yi was the surgeon—of course, he would ask 

him the type of questions visiting relatives would ask. 



The pressure on House Chu all dissipated, and Pengzhan Industries became the Pengzhan Industries it 

usually was, and even the higher-ups at the company didn’t even understand what had taken place 

these days! Pengzhan wasn’t sharing, however, so they didn’t ask. All in all, the times of trouble was 

over. 

Songshan regained its peace, and all enemies of Pengzhan Industries laid low, hiding. Even Zhao Qibin 

was no longer the arrogant man he was, silently working on his project at the slums as he did honest 

business for money. 

Yao Wang, on the other hand, still hadn’t found a solution. As a mystic practitioner, he was able to sleep 

while standing, but these needles were like a ticking time bomb, constantly posing the threat of 

destroying all his practitioner strength! 

Lin Yi’s life was at peace as well, although he had taken up the job of Li Fu, driving the miss and Shu to 

school each day! 

The Bentley had just come out of the workshop, repaired. Lin Yi, however, didn’t like to drive such a 

proper, official car, and he wasn’t a professional driver, so he chose to use the Audi S5. 

However, there was a new passenger on the Audi—Tang Yun! 

The miss’ attitude towards Tang Yin was a lot better, although they didn’t talk much in the car. 
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Mengyao still had her typical cold personality, sitting with Shu at the back of the car as Tang Yun sat in 

front. 

Mengyao would only say a greeting after Tang Yun got in and got out of the car, and though it was a 

little cold, the hostility was gone. It was as if they were normal friends. 

Tang Yun’s not quite sure about the Miss’ attitude, either. These two girls would always show her 

hostility when they saw each other, but now they were treating her like a normal friend? 

Were they looking down at her? Did they think she wasn’t even a worthy rival anymore or did they give 

up on Lin Yi? If it were the former, then she couldn’t allow herself to drop her vigilance! But if it were 

the latter, then it’d be quite weird. Since they didn’t like Lin Yi anymore, wasn’t this four people group a 

little too odd? 

In actuality, Tang Yun simply didn’t understand the Miss’ personality. Mengyao was cold on the outside 

but hot on the inside, and was able to show love to someone if she accepted them Even now, she still 

treated Lin Yi with that same attitude, not affectionate nor cold… But in her heart, Lin Yi was now a 

friend she couldn’t lose! 

Mengyao didn’t know what to say to Tang Yun, and Lin Yi was in the car, too! She really didn’t know 

what she was supposed to say. She wanted to try and interact with Tang Yun more, but realized that the 

two lived in different worlds! 



She wasn’t there when Tang Yun’s house was in trouble, and she couldn’t talk about the things that 

happened to her, too. That would most certainly look like showing off! 

These two days, even Lin Yi himself felt awkward! He wanted to talk to Tang Yun in the car, but the Miss 

looking at them from the back really made it difficult! And it seemed that, as long as they were with 

Tang Yun, Mengyao didn’t even talk to Shu that much! 

Before, the Miss and Shu always talked about everything, but since their financial status was good, 

they’d reach the topic of some new fashion items naturally… Yet now, it seemed that the Miss was 

intentionally avoiding these topics. 

Fortunately for Lin Yi, Li Fu’s body recovered to its normal state after his healing these two days. He 

didn’t have the strength he had anymore, but it didn’t impede his movements. 

The job of the driver fell back to Li Fu, and Lin Yi sighed in relief. 

On a highway from Yanjing to Songshan, a black Audi with a unique license plate sped down the road. 

In the car was a middle-aged man with his daughter- these two were Feng Tianlong and Feng Xiaoxiao! 

“I’m never coming back here again!” Xiaoxiao’s face was very unhappy. “All that time and nothing came 

out from the results! I don’t have that much time left to live!” 

“Xiaoxiao, you need to have faith in the medical abilities we have these days! Look, the report you got 

when you first arrived, compared the one they gave us as you left… It’s clear that you’re getting better!” 

Tianlong said as he looked at the reports. 

“Better? All they do is take blood samples, blood samples! Just taking blood samples doesn’t do 

anything!” Xiaoxiao pouted. “My sickness even acted up midway. If it weren’t for Lin Yi, I’d be dead!” 

“Lin Yi…” Tianlong’s eyes paused as he heard the name. As part of the most secretive information 

department, he understood quite well what happened in Songshan! 

Lin Yi was in direct conflict with House Yu, House Xiao, and House Zhao’s bastard. While Uncle Pi and Yu 

Bide didn’t have direct involvement with Lin Yi, it was he who caused it! This really did cement the 

hatred between him and these three groups! 

Yet, what interested him most was how Lin Yi was able to heal himself so quickly after suffering such a 

heavy injury—that dog by his side as well! Lin Yi had to have a very strong miracle doctor by his side! 

The information Tianlong possessed was detailed, naturally, but even he hadn’t investigated just who 

healed Lin Yi’s injuries, and even recovered his strength! Lin Yi did visit Guan Xuemin once, but that was 

after he’d fully healed, so it probably wasn’t Guan Xuemin! 

Before, he made a conjecture that it was Guan Xuemin who healed him, and so he was planning on 

paying him a visit once he returned with Feng Xiao Xiao… He was thinking of asking for a pill of Life 

Extension and Toxin Cleansing to see if that could help with Xiaoxiao’s sickness… But after this incident, 

Tianlong felt that the pill wasn’t created by Guan Xuemin at all! 

If he was able to make such a miraculous item, he would’ve done so in a long time instead of waiting 

until now! And why did it seem that once he was involved with Lin Yi, everything felt secretive and odd? 



Lin Yi, after all, was there at the auction as well! 

Lin Yi did help his team in finishing a mission before, but Lin Yi was acting as a backup at that time— his 

identity was in a state of secrecy, and Tianlong knew the rules. He didn’t ask much about Lin Yi! 

Yet now, he had no choice but to go ask Lin Yi about it, for his daughter… After all, there was another 

layer here… 

Plus, his daughter seemed like she liked Lin Yi? 

“It acted up in Yanjing? When? Why didn’t I know?” Tianlong looked at his daughter. “Why didn’t you 

tell me something this important?’ 

“It’s nothing much, I was just showering when I suddenly fainted, but luckily Lin Yi found me. I don’t 

know how he did it, but I very quickly recovered…” Xiaoxiao didn’t want to tell his father since it wasn’t 

that big a deal and didn’t want him to worry. She was fine now, wasn’t she?” 

“Was Lin Yi there when you were showering?” Tianglong froze. 

“Wha?” Xiaoxiao suddenly realized that she’d spilled the beans! She blushed, awkward. “No—it’s not, I… 

I just.. It’s not what you think, that’s all!” 

It was the first time Xiaoxiao was at a loss of words in front of his father. It was as if she were a child 

who just did something wrong, waving her hands about and not knowing what she was talking about. 

“Haha, Xiaoxiao, you don’t have to deny it that fast!” Tianlong only smiled and waved his hand, 

interrupting the explanation. “I’m an open-minded person as well, and I told you before, right? I want 

you to find a boyfriend. Plus, if you two were to plan on having a granddaughter or grandson for me, 

that’d be the most ideal…” 

Chapter 970: Mister Feng and Lin Yi 

 

Mister Feng and Lin Yi 

“Ah… What are you saying, I don’t understand…” Xiaoxiao covered her ears, not daring to listen. Her 

heart, however, was beating violently. Did she… want to have a relationship? 

For as long as she’d known, she was always avoiding the two most important things in life—friendship 

and love. She didn’t know when she’d suddenly just die, and the thought of having to say goodbye to his 

friends and lover scared her—she didn’t want to be in pain and feeling desperate to be with those loved 

ones moments before she died! As a result, in her eighteen years of life, friendship and love had never 

touched her! 

She didn’t have any true friends, only people who she messed around with. If she were to disappear one 

day, just like how she had a while ago, those car racing friends wouldn’t come looking for her, and would 

find new car racing friends to join them… 

Xiaoxiao felt that she was merely a visitor to this world, a bystander, rushing in and rushing out! Until 

the last moment of her life, she would pass through it peacefully! 



But her father’s words today affected that sealed heart of hers. She may have been afraid of the harm 

that came from friendship and love, but she had that desire as well. She looked forward to the sweets 

and sours that friendship brought, that one best friend who knew your mind, that lover who was a part 

of you—She’d die pretty happy then, wouldn’t she? 

But she felt that doing so was a little selfish. Friendship, fine, but love… Was she willing to let her lover 

suffer the pain of losing her? Xiaoxiao thought that was too cruel! 

Xiaoxiao never said anything, but she could tell how sad her father was these days. Mother was still on 

his mind, but there was nothing he could do but work to escape the pain! 

Sometimes, a small idea, once planted in the heart, grows into a seed. It grows and grows, sprouting 

into a sapling that can’t be pulled out easily! 

Xiaoxiao didn’t dare think about love, she knew she didn’t have the right to, but now that her father 

encouraged her… Though she said no on the surface, her heart had already loosened up… 

She wanted to feel what it was like to be in love… Even if she could only have a short taste… 

But no! She’d hurt him! 

Xiaoxiao liked to prank people, but that was all within a manageable area of causing misunderstandings 

and causing trouble. Plus, those were targeted towards jerks as well. She really couldn’t do that to 

someone she loved! 

“Dad, do you miss mom?” Xiaoxiao asked. 

“Huh?” Tianlong paused, a flash of pain and memory hitting his eyes. “Of course, of course, I do. Why’d 

you ask that so suddenly?” 

“Then if I get a boyfriend, he’ll miss me in the future, he’ll be in pain…” Xiaoxiao shook her head. “Plus, 

my child will be just like me, missing the mother… I don’t want them to suffer…” 

“Xiaoxiao…” Tianlong sighed. Of course, she knew his daughter’s thought process. But, this only 

strengthened his will—he had to go to Lin Yi for a talk! 

“Haha, don’t worry. Dad, I’m living pretty well right now. As long as you don’t bring me to checkups 

again I’ll live a nice life.” Xiaoxiao shook her head. 

“Xiaoxiao, tell me honestly, do you like Lin Yi?” Tianlong didn’t reply but switched to a serious question 

instead as he turned around. 

“Ah?” Xiaoxiao didn’t expect her father to still be on this topic! He was getting blunter by the second, 

and she didn’t know how to answer! Did she like Lin Yi? She didn’t know, all she knew was that she was 

angry at him at first, and wanted revenge! 

A sudden question hit her—if she were to pretend to fall in love with Lin Yi, she’d be able to see what 

being in a relationship felt like, and when she died, Lin Yi would feel sad for sure, and that’d achieve her 

goal of revenge! 



Heh heh! This was what he got for pissing on her, and even using fireworks on her butt! It was the 

biggest disgrace ever! It was decided, Xiaoxiao would start loving him from today onwards, and after Lin 

Yi fell for her, she’d die! She looked forward to the pain she would bring Lin Yi. 

Naturally, she couldn’t say this to her father. She only planned it silently in her heart! 

Now that she’s understood what she should do, Xiaoxiao was in a perfect mood. Achieving the goal of 

tasting love as well as having revenge—it was too perfect! 

“Xiaoxiao, ask him out—I want to see him!” Tianlong knew that his guess was probably on point after 

one look at his daughter’s expression. Even if she didn’t love Lin Yi, there must be some affection for 

him. At least, from what he could see, the two were already in a rather intimate relationship already. 

His daughter must have been naked when showering, and yet Lin Yi was right beside her. That could 

only mean one thing. 

“Huh?!” Xiaoxiao jumped as she looked at her father in disbelief. “You… You want me to bring him to 

meet you?” 

“Yes, what’s wrong?” Tianlong smiled. “Don’t worry, Xiaoxiao, I only want to ask him things regarding 

your sickness, how he saved you when it acted up. You know that you got a lot better, so we might be 

able to find some cure from him?” 

“Is that so…” Xiaoxiao didn’t believe him completely. 

“Of course!” Tianlong nodded. “If you’re not going to do it, I’ll have to go find him myself!” 

“No—Don’t, I’ll talk to him first!” Xiaoxiao jumped. She didn’t know was feeling rather troubled- it 

wasn’t a few days ago when she made Lin Yi come here using this father move, and now her father 

really did want to meet Ln Yi! 

What a big mouth. Now it was actually happening, she felt quite troubled indeed. 

“That works. I’ll be in Songshan a couple of days, bring him over as a guest then.” Tianlong said. 

“Okay, fine…” Xiaoxiao said helplessly. She told him that her father wanted to meet him so she could 

make him come to the hotel, but now that it had become a reality she felt really troubled. 

She wanted to have revenge on Lin Yi! But now that he met her parents that changed the texture of the 

whole thing. Could she still take her revenge? She hoped their discussion didn’t involve her! 

Chapter 971: Xiaoxiao’s Meeting 

 

Xiaoxiao’s Meeting 

It was lunch break, and Lin Yi was eating with Tang Yun in the cafeteria when he received Xiaoxiao’s call! 

He looked at the caller on his phone and frowned a little. To tell the truth, he never quite understood 

just what Xiaoxiao was thinking——he thought that she was a bit off. A while back, she hated him to the 



bone, and all of a sudden she was in love with him! If it weren’t for how he understood that there was 

something bigger involved, he’d even assume that this girl was a masochist! 

“Why aren’t you picking up,” Tang Yun said after looking at Lin Yi, who didn’t pick up directly. 

“It’s Feng Xaioxiao.” Lin Yi said. 

“Oh…” Tang Yun’s face visibly tensed upon hearing the name. “Shouldn’t you pick up? What if 

something’s happened?” 

“Okay.” Lin Yi nodded and picked up. “Xiaoxiao?” 

“Lin Yi, I’m back in Songshan, where are you? Did you miss me?” Xiaoxiao’s voice was as sunshine as 

usual, completely different from the sad version she was when in the car with her dad! 

If it weren’t for the uncurable disease she had, no one would believe that this happy, energetic girl 

would have that much sadness inside her! 

“I’m at school.” Lin Yi said. “If you mean as neighbors in class, then yes, I miss you a little.” 

“Tch…” Xiaoxiao was a little displeased at the words. “Fine, classmate Lin, are you allowed to simply 

touch your classmate’s breast?” 

Lin Yi jumped—this Xiaoxiao really dared to talk about anything! Fortunately, Tang Yun didn’t hear her. 

“Do you need something?” 

“Didn’t you promise to eat with me? I’m a little hungry now, maybe you could come find me?” Xiaoxiao 

didn’t stay on the topic. After all, she only needed to remind him by mentioning it sometimes—if she 

kept on saying it then it would lose meaning. 

“Now?” Lin Yi frowned. 

“Yeah, I just came back to Songshan, I didn’t eat yet!” Xiaoxiao said. “You promised me, you said you’d 

buy me beef noodles! And that I get to set the time!” 

“Fine.” Lin YI didn’t have a choice. He was someone who kept his word, and now that he’d promised her 

he had to keep it. Plus, in his mind, he felt that he did owe Xiaoxiao a little! 

He didn’t know what this girl was up to, but he did, in fact, touch her private area! Even if it were only 

the two of them who knew this, if Xiaoxiao were to ignore everything and blame it on Lin Yi, then Lin Yi 

had to take it! After all, he did mean to do it back then, and was thinking perverted thoughts… 

She also helped him a great deal at the auction, too, she got that thousand-year box into his hands! 

“I’m driving to the school gates, wait for me there okay?” Xiaoxiao said. 

“Alright.” Lin Yi nodded. 

He hung up and sighed before looking at Tang Yun. “I’m leaving for a bit…” 

“Oh… Okay.” Tang Yun nodded. She wanted to ask him where he was going and what he wanted to do 

but felt like that was interfering with his private business. She didn’t know what to do! Now that she had 

this big Miss as her love rival, she became a lot more cautious… 



“Back in Yanjing, Xiaoxiao did me a big favor, and I promised her I’d eat with her. And now she’s back, 

and she’s calling!” Tang Yun didn’t ask for the details, but Lin Yi told her the explanation regardless. 

“Oh, then, of course, you should buy her lunch.” Tang Yun smiled and nodded. “It’s okay, you should get 

going. I’ll just eat in the canteen!” 

“Alright. If anything happens just call me.” Lin Yi said before leaving the canteen and heading to the 

school gates. 

He had complicated feelings when it came to Xiaoxiao, and to tell the truth, he used to think of her as 

just a spoiled rich kid. Yet, after that time at the beach, he realized that it maybe wasn’t as simple as he 

thought—especially when he realized she was Tainlong’s daughter! It complicated his feelings even 

more. 

He did feel sympathy for this girl—she didn’t have her mother, and her father was always busy. This was 

what caused her personality! He did come to understand her better after knowing her situation and lost 

his distaste for her completely. 

This was a girl full of passion, but you needed to be close to her to feel that undetectable sadness and 

sorrow within her. 

Xiaoxiao was still using her Audi TT. She parked beside Lin Yi and poked her head out. “Lin Yi! Come in!” 

Lin Yi didn’t speak but walked over opened the door, and sat in the shotgun seat. 

“Hey, why the long face?” Xiaoxiao was a little unhappy at Lin Yi’s silence. “Interrupting you hitting on 

girls, am I?” 

“I was about to eat with Tang Yun at the canteen.” Lin Yi said. 

“So I did interrupt you. But it’s okay, you can hit on me! Between Tang Yun and I, who’s prettier?” She 

fluttered her lashes at Lin Yi. 

“Tang Yun.” Lin Yi said. 

“Hmph!” Xiaoxiao’s smile froze over as she glared at Lin Yi. “Don’t you even know how to cheer 

someone up? Can’t you say something nicer and just lie?” 

“Alright, you’re prettier.” Lin Yi said. 

“Whatever. Let’s go eat.” Xiaoxiao said after one look at that ‘I’m lying’ face Lin Yi was making, drying up 

her interest. Just why couldn’t she seduce Lin Yi? Was she really that far behind Tang Yun? 

Xiaoxiao started the car and wasn’t thinking of going very far. She parked it in a nearby beef noodle 

shop. 

Lin Yi paused, not expecting for Xiaoxiao to bring him to somewhere like this. The prices weren’t high 

here, and Lin Yi even thought that she was planning on emptying his wallet when he first received her 

call to lunch! 

The two of them went into the noodle shop and sat down. 



“Could you two wait a moment, I’ll take your orders shortly!” The waiter said as he took the orders of 

another table, with a mother and daughter. 

“Alright, we’ll look at the menu first.” Lin Yi nodded casually and picked up the menu. 

“Can I… have a bowl of noodles… Please?” The mother at the other table said as she looked at the 

waiter embarrassedly. 

Chapter 972: A Bowl of Noodles 

 

Bowl of Noodles 

“Of course.” The waiter nodded. He could tell from the clothes they were wearing that this mother and 

daughter weren’t wealthy. Those were all old clothes that been left behind by the seasons, and the vast 

majority of people in the city don’t wear plain clothes like that anymore. 

“Xi, let’s just have a bowl then? Mom can’t eat that much, and this one looks quite big?” The mother 

said to her fifteen or sixteen-year-old daughter. 

Chen Xi knew that her mother was trying to save money, but the doctor said… that her mother was 

dying soon, and coming here to eat a bowl of beef noodles was her wish. Chen Xi wasn’t wasteful 

herself, so it took her some effort to speak. “Maybe we should have two bowls?” 

“Xi, what if we couldn’t finish, we’d be wasting food!” The mother interrupted before turning to the 

waiter. “One bowl then, how much?” 

“That’ll be fifteen kuai.” The waiter pitied the family, but he was just working here, and he wasn’t that 

better off than them either. He couldn’t just make the decision to give them an extra bowl, or the boss 

would just deduct it from his salary. 

The mother felt her heart tighten at the price, but Chen Xi took out from her pocket a stack of neatly 

folded bills, counting it to fifteen before handing it to the waiter. 

The waiter knew that this money was most likely a big sum for them, but he couldn’t do anything for 

them. He gave them a look of sympathy and was ready to ask the cook to give them a little bit more 

noodles- that was all he could do. 

“Xi, you work hard for that money, and you still pay for my medical fees… We shouldn’t spend it 

carelessly like this…” Chen Xi’s mother said softly. “Fifteen kuai- that’s a lot of dried noodles we could 

buy, we could be having that for days…” 

“Mom, today’s my birthday, we agreed that I’d be in charge!” Chen Xi interrupted with a smile. “After 

today, I’ll be sixteen, an adult! In the future, I’ll earn even more money, and bring you to big restaurants 

every day!” 

“Haha… Okay, mom will look forward to that…” The mother sighed in her heart. Could she last that 

long? Now that she’s seen her daughter grow up perhaps it’d be easier on her when she left this world. 



This noodle shop was an old name around here, and Chen Xi and her mother would always look at the 

customers in here with envy. Her mother told her back then that one day when they had money, she’d 

bring Chen Xi here to have noodles. 

And all of a sudden, Chen Xi grew up—her mother, on the other hand, was diagnosed with cancer! All of 

a sudden, their already-poor family became poorer still. Her mother couldn’t work anymore, and it fell 

on Chen Xi’s shoulders to collect bottles and cardboard after school to sell. 

It was her sixteenth birthday, but she wasn’t happy at all. Just a few days ago, when they were at the 

hospital, the doctor told her that her mother only had one or two months left, telling her to get the 

funeral ready… 

She was shocked. She knew that the day would come, but she didnt’ expect it to come so soon! 

Was mother really going to leave? 

She was sad, she was desperate, but in order to keep her mother from suspecting, she had to put on a 

happy face! 

Using her birthday as an excuse, she brought her mother to the noodle shop. From her mother’s 

perspective, Chen Xi was being a stubborn kid, the way kids were, but Chen Xi knew that if she didn’t 

bring her mother here now she would never be able to eat the noodles here again! 

So, for a few nights, Chen Xi came home two hours later, taking the train to collect trash at the beach, 

and finally managed to earn thirty kuai! The goal was to be able to eat a bowl of beef noodles with her 

mother! She’d asked for the price beforehand—fifteen per bowl. It was expensive for her, but she felt 

that it was worth it! 

Lin Yi’s eyes gazed across the two, resting his eyes on Chen Xi’s mother. 

This was a woman who had been battered down by her sickness, tortured by it for years, but he could 

tell, she was probably a pretty lady when she was young! But, from what Lin Yi could see, her life was 

ebbing away, and it wouldn’t be long before she died. Lin Yi didn’t understand the reasons, and without 

doing more analysis, he wouldn’t know what sickness it was. 

The Chen Xi girl, on the other hand, was pretty, likely the same as her mother when she was young. She 

was only sixteen, but her youth and beauty were already flowing out of her. Her clothes may be plain, 

but they were clean. 

Lin Yi couldn’t help but think of Tang Yun. This caused him to realize something… 

He frowned. He didn’t know when it started, but he wasn’t as cold a person anymore? Did he like to butt 

into other people’s business? 

Had the environment here changed him? 

Lin Yi realized that he really has left the days of blood and war far behind, and was starting to adapt to 

life here in this environment… He liked this place! 

The waiter walked over and Lin Yi moved his eyes away, turning to Xiaoxiao, who was also focusing on 

the mother and daughter before, clearly empathizing with them. 



“Hello, what would you two like to have?” The waiter asked. 

“We would like a bowl of beef noodles!” Xiaoxiao said before Lin Yi could speak. She got the idea from 

the mother and daughter: if she ate one bowl of noodles sharing it with Lin Yi, it’d help their relationship 

tremendously! 

“Oh… Okay.” The waiter nodded after a pause—it wasn’t that odd that a couple would share one bowl. 

It was just that Xiaoxiao’s order coincidentally lined up with the single bowl the earlier customers 

ordered. 

“Just one? You’re not eating?” Lin Yi frowned as he looked at her. 

“I am!” Xiaoxiao said, very annoyed. He was supposed to be buying her lunch, of course, she was eating, 

what kind of question was that? Why would they be here if she weren’t eating? 

“Oh, two bowls then.” Lin Yi said flatly. 

“Alright, sir.” The waiter said, smiling to himself. It seemed that Lin Yi didn’t understand the meaning 

behind sharing the noodles, and Xiaoxiao was just doing it one-sidedly. The two might not even be a 

couple, it could be the type of situation where the girl was pursuing the guy! 

Xiaoxiao was a little unhappy. “I can’t finish it, the noodles here come in big portions…” 

“Then tell him to give you fewer noodles.” Lin Yi said. 

“…Why would I do that?” Xiaoxiao was getting pissed at this point. She waved her hand to signal for the 

waiter to leave. 

The waiter shook her head, afraid of pissing her off even more as he left to make the order. 

Chapter 973: Not Much Time Left 

 

Not Much Time Left 

A while later, the mother and daughter’s order arrived—the bowl was filled to the brim, and the amount 

of beef on it was shocking as well! 

“Please enjoy your meal!” The waiter put two sets of chopsticks in front of the two before leaving. 

“They sure give a lot of noodles here, so that’s why it was so expensive!” The mother said, pleasantly 

surprised as she looked at the noodles. “This is way enough for us two!” 

“It is…” Chen Xi smiled bitterly to herself. The waiter from before probably told the kitchen to do this for 

her. After all, she did come and look at the portions the customers have, and they were nowhere near 

this full. 

Right now it seemed to have half a bowl’s worth of extra noodles! The beef pieces were a lot, as well—

this entire bowl was likely fifteen kuai in cost alone! 

Chen Xi looked gratefully at the busying waiter before giving her mother a pair of chopsticks. “Mom, 

let’s eat?” 



“Yes, let’s eat! Xi, you go first!” The mother said lovingly as she looked at Chen Xin. 

“This is great!” Chen Xi knew that her mother wouldn’t eat as long as she didn’t so she quickly gave it a 

taste before giving it to mom. 

It was very delicious, but the more delicious it was the less she was willing to eat it! She had to leave it 

for her mom, she still had a long life ahead of her, and she could eat anytime she wanted, but her 

mom… 

“So that’s why so many people come about, it is very good!” Chen Xi’s mother said after one bite, 

nodding pleasantly. “Xi, you’re still growing, you need to eat more meat!” 

“You eat too, mom!” Chen Xi didn’t want to take too much, and so she gave herself a small piece before 

putting a huge one into her mom’s mouth… 

“Look, the portions here really are big, I told you!” Feng Xiaoxiao said to Lin Yi as she pointed. 

“Are you pretending to be stupid or what?” Lin Yi asked. 

“!!!” Xiaoxiao almost jumped onto the table to step on Lin Yi—why was he so mean to her? Yushu 

always asked dumb questions too, why didn’t he ask if she was pretending to be stupid? 

“Feng Xiaoxiao, just what do you want? I keep feeling that there’s something up with you?” Lin Yi said as 

he looked at Xiaoxiao. 

“What’s wrong with me? I don’t want anything, I already told you I like you and I want you to be my 

boyfriend.” Xiaoxiao said. 

Lin Yi shook his head. If Xiaoxiao didn’t want to tell the truth he couldn’t do anything about it. 

At the other table, Chen Xi was still sharing the bowl of noodles with her mother, who’s still full of love 

in her eyes as she kept telling Chen Xi to eat more, but the more she did that, the worse Chen Xi felt, 

and tears dripped down her eyes. Worried that her mother would see, she quickly got up and ran to the 

washroom. “I’m going to the washroom, you eat first, mom…” 

“Huh? Why is she crying?” Xiaoxiao said as she looked at Chen Xi’s movements, confused. 

“Her mother’s dying.” Lin Yi said flatly. 

“What!” Xiaoxiao almost stood up from her seat. “You said her mother’s dying? Really?” 

“Look at her mother’s face—it’s dark and sickly. She doesn’t have much time left.” 

“One look and you can tell that her mother doesn’t have much time left?” Xiaoxiao didn’t fully buy it. 

“It’s like that story with the doctor and Cai Yigong. The doctor left with one look at Cai Yigong because 

he was beyond saving.” Lin Yi said. “Sometimes, one look is enough to know how long a person has left.” 

“Then why don’t you look at me and see how long I have left?” Xiaoxiao said, keeping composed but was 

actually extremely tense inside. 

“You? I don’t see any signs that you’re dying.” Lin Yi thought that Xiaoxiao was joking, so he didn’t think 

much of it. 



“Oh…” Xiaoxiao was a little disappointed that Lin Yi wasn’t treating it seriously at all. 

Lin Yi and Xiaoxiao’s bowls arrived as well but were completely and starkly different from the one from 

before. It probably took these two bowls together to be at the same portion as the Chen Xi’s bowl. 

“See? Is one enough?” Lin Yi smiled. 

“It is! I have a small appetite.” Xiaoxiao said. 

“Who’s the one who ate so much she couldn’t move?” Lin Yi couldn’t help but remember that time with 

Xiaoxiao in Yanjin, where she ate so much seafood she couldn’t even walk properly, walking sideways 

like a crab instead. 

“That’s because I wanted to bankrupt that Wu person!” Xiaoxiao blushed as she explained. 

The two were talking when something happened at Chen Xi’s side! 

Chen Xi was worried that her mother would see her tears, so she rushed to the bathroom—only to 

bump into a customer who had just entered the restaurant. He was lighting up his cigarette with his 

lighter, too, and Chen Xi bumped the lighter off his hand and onto the floor! 

“Fuck, you don’t have eyes, little girl? Walk properly!” The man raged furiously. 

“I’m sorry, I’m sorry!” Chen Xi quickly lowered herself to pick up the lighter, startled. “Here, I’m sorry, I 

didn’t mean it!” 

“Sorry? Sorry’s enough is it? You know what brand this lighter is, it’s zippo! You knocked the paint off, 

you think you can pay for this?” The man flared at Chen Xi. 

“I…” Chen Xi didn’t think that she’d bump into trouble right away—she didn’t know if the man was 

speaking the truth, but she had no choice. She lowered her head. “I’m sorry…” 

“Stop with your bullshit, pay up!” The man slammed the table, flipping their beef noodle bowl. This was 

the noodle bowl she finally managed to buy her mom! 

She couldn’t help her tears anymore- they dripped down… 

“I’m sorry, young man… She’s still a kid… How much is the lighter, I’ll pay for it…” Chen Xi’s mom didn’t 

expect something like this to happen either. They were just enjoying their meal when something this 

serious hit them! 

“Hmph, five thousand!” The man said. “Pay up, or I’ll call the police and charge you for breaking 

property!” 

“Five thousand?!” Chen Xi’s mother jumped at the number, not knowing what to do. Five thousand may 

not be a small sum for a normal family, but it was still affordable. For Chen Xi and her mother, however, 

it was a number that they never imagined! 

Chapter 974: Xiaoxiao’s Idea 

 

Xiaoxiao’s Idea 



“What did you think? This is Zippo, an international brand, you never saw this on TV before? They all sue 

this in movies!” The man said as he raised his lighter. 

“But, the lighter isn’t broken is it? Surely it doesn’t have to be five thousand…” Chen Xi’s mother said 

carefully, her eyes full of fear. 

“Isn’t broken? The paint’s chipped off, how am I supposed to use it now? I live in upper society, I’m an 

upper-class man, I can’t use a lighter with chipped paint!” The man hmphed as he slammed the lighter 

on the table beside Chen Xi. “If you think you don’t mind using it then take it, but pay up my five 

thousand!” 

There weren’t a lot of customers in the shop since it was already past lunchtime when Xiaoxiao and Lin 

Yi arrived at the restaurant. 

But even if there were customers, who’d butt in when it came to something like this? 

The waiter was also really displeased at the man, and felt really sympathetic towards the mother and 

daughter… But he knew at the same time that he had no right to interfere with strife between 

customers! The best route was not interfering! 

Xiaoxiao frowned, thinking that this man really was despicable. She was already on Chen Xi’s side from 

the beginning, having lost her mother when she was young. Now that Chen Xi was about to lose her 

mother as well, she felt empathetic, and that resulted in her liking Chen Xi! Now that this man was being 

unreasonable and causing them trouble, it pissed her off! 

And so, she stood up and grabbed the lighter before the man could react. “Let me see what lighter this 

is that’s worth five thousand!” 

“Who are you? Mind your own business!” The man wasn’t expecting for a rich girl to butt in. He frowned 

as he looked at Xiaoxiao’s clothing—they were fashionable, and he didn’t want to cross someone like 

that. After all, he only bullied people who were easy targets. 

“As far as I know, Zippo, while an international brand, has varying prices, with the cheapest being a 

couple dozen kuai…” Xiaoxiao said as she looked at the lighter. “Yours is Zippc, not Zippo—it isn’t even 

the real deal. It isn’t even worth a couple dozen kuai. It’s a few kuai!” 

“Bullshit!” The man’s face reddened as his rage rose—he went and tried to snatch the lighter away. 

But who was Feng Xiaoxiao? She was one of the Four Songshan High School Young Masters! She was 

someone who dared to even set firecrackers on Lin Yi’s ass, so why would she be afraid of this man in 

front of him? She lit up the lighter, and the man, who was just reaching over, burned his hand, and it 

even lit up some of his sleeves. 

“Ah- fuck!” The man started waving about, and barely managed to stop the flame on his sleeve. His 

eyes, at this point, were brimming with rage as he lost all sense, sending a slap right at Xiaoxiao’s face! 

This instant froze Xaioxiao! But, she still wondered, would Lin Yi be able to save her? 

Lin Yi, naturally, wouldn’t let Xiaoxiao get bullied like that. The next instant, the man’s arm was locked 

tightly in Lin Yi’s. 



“You- let go of me!” The man came to his senses a little at the grip- from the pain, Lin Yi was causing 

him, he understood that this man wasn’t someone he wanted to piss off! He was someone who targeted 

the weak, and it was the plain clothes on Chen Xi that caused him to try and scam her. 

But Lin Yi in front of him now was clearly not someone he wanted to piss off. It scared him a little. “Do 

you know who I am? I’m close with Guang Bro in this North area, so you’d best not butt in…” 

“Who’s Guang Bro?” Lin Yi blinked. 

“Zhao Ruoguang, Guang Bro!” The man assumed that lIn YI didn’t know, so he explained a bit. “The boss 

of the North District!” 

“Zhao Ruoguang, why does this name sound so familiar?” Xiaoxiao interrupted. 

The moment Lin Yi moved his hand, Xiaoxiao already felt the trace of sweetness within her heart. Lin Yi 

did care about her, he did care! He was a little cold towards her, but when something happened to her 

he wouldn’t just stand by! 

“Oh, just an idiot.” Lin Yi said. “He has a braindead little brother, Zhao Ruoming, you know him.” 

“Oh, Zhou Ruoming. I was still thinking that this guy knew someone powerful!” Xiaoxiao said once she 

heard it was Ruoming’s brother, sighing in relief. 

“Ugh…” The man didn’t know what to do anymore- he thought that just bringing up some tough guy 

would make Lin Yi back off, but he didn’t expect Lin Yi to actually know the guy! 

“Who else do you know? If you don’t know anybody else then scram.” Li Yi said as he let go of the man 

as if he were no threat. 

The man hesitated before quickly charging out the restaurant. He felt that he wasn’t Lin Yi’s opponent at 

all, it’d be better if he took off first! 

“Thank you so much!” Chen Xi’s mother thought that a huge debt would be left here after she died, and 

was at the final point of desperation when someone was willing to help them! Fortunately for them, 

these two knew much more about the world, and knew that the man was scamming them! They even 

managed to scare him away, otherwise who knew what would happen to them!” 

“Thank you, big bro and big sis…” Chen Xi said politely as she bowed with her mother, wiping her tears. 

“It’s nothing!” Xiaoxiao said. “Be more careful next time.” 

“Okay!” Chen Xi nodded gratefully, but couldn’t help but feel hurt at the bowl of beef noodles on the 

ground. She turned to her mother. “Mom, let’s order one more bowl?” 

“It’s okay, we’ve already tasted it already. We know the taste now, so let’s not waste the money!” Chen 

Xi’s mom, naturally, didn’t want her daughter to spend even more money. 

“I haven’t started on my bowl yet. I can’t finish it anyway, you two can have it.” Xiaoxiao said quickly as 

she moved the bowl to the two’s table. 

“This… We can’t accept this!” Chen Xi’s mother said quickly. 



“I wanted to share a bowl with him, you heard it too just now, right, auntie?” Xiaoxiao said as she 

whispered in Chen Xi’s mother’s ear. “Help me out, okay?” 

“I…” Chen Xi’s mom did hear that Xiaoxiao wanted to have one bowl with Lin Yi, and so she didn’t doubt 

it when Xiaoxiao told her this… She didn’t know if she should say yes or no anymore! 

If she said yes, she’d be taking somebody’s food for free, but if she said no- she’d be rejecting to help 

someone who had just helped her from trouble! She couldn’t do that! 

But before she could even say anything, Xiaxiao had already returned to her seat. She spoke to Lin Yi 

happily and excitedly. “Looks like we’ll have to share a bowl now!”? 

Chapter 975: Eating Ferociously! 

 

Eating Ferociously! 

Lin Yi had an irresistible sensation of both crying and laughing. 

Lin Yi could only blame it all on coincidence. Staring at the person across from him, was the happy Feng 

Xiaoxiao. Lin Yi hand signaled the waiter “Waiter, can you bring another bowl over” 

“That isn’t a problem, sir…” the waiter cleaned up the broken bowl pieces on the floor and brought back 

a new bowl. 

“What do you need an empty bowl for?” Feng Xiaoxiao continued to smile. 

“I wanted to share half the beef noodles with you,” Lin Yi used his chopsticks to move pieces of beef 

brisket and noodles onto the empty bowl. 

“…” Feng Xiaoxiao glared at Lin Yi, her eyes started tearing up. She almost cried. She finally got the 

opportunity to share a meal with Lin Yi, she was so happy, but it was all ruined by an empty bowl! 

Lin Yi didn’t bother with her feelings, he started digging into his own bowl and enjoying his meal. 

Feng Xiaoxiao plunged her chopsticks in the bowl, she chewed like she had to take revenge on the beef. 

Each bite was like a wolf tearing away at the meat. Then she scarfed down the noodles into her mouth… 

“Oh you are this hungry? Would you want another bowl?” Lin Yi asked. 

“No need!” Feng Xiaoxiao shook her head. She had a hateful grieving look. “I will never eat with you 

again, you bullied me!” 

“Ah…” Lin Yi looked at Feng Xiaoxiao, he felt uncomfortable. Feng Xiaoxiao tidied up after herself, even if 

Lin Yi felt like it was the appropriate thing to do, but he felt the pain that Feng Xiaoxiao had suffered a 

great injustice. He wanted to speak up but held his tongue. He ended up sighing. 

Feng Xiaoxiao saw that Lin Yi wasn’t talking, so she continued to finish her meal. She acted as if the 

noodles were Lin Yi’s tendon, the beef was Lin Yi’s meat. She would chew ferociously at it, even if it 

meant hurting her own gums and teeth. 

Lin Yi didn’t take long to finish half a bowl of noodles. Feng Xiaoxiao was almost done with her bowl too. 



“Finished? Shall we return to school?” Lin Yi saw that Feng Xiaoxiao had put down her chopsticks, then 

he asked. 

“Let’s go!” Feng Xiaoxiao coldly replied. It sounded like she was still angry. 

“Ah…” Lin Yi tried to laugh it off, but he didn’t bother with her temper. Her temper would go away if left 

alone for a while. 

As they stood up, they were about to leave when a cry of an anxious voice came from behind them! 

“Mom, what’s wrong? How come you fainted…” 

Chen Xi and her mother were eating too, but their mood wasn’t as good as before. They were heavy-

hearted, but it was due to their encounter with Feng Xiaoxiao that they had resolved their hearts to 

leave. It was slightly disrespectful, but Feng Xiaoxiao did so with good intentions! 

So as the mother-daughter pair were about to finish their meal too, they wanted to sneakily give Feng 

Xiaoxiao 15 yuan! They weren’t the type of people to accept money from others for no reason. Even if 

they were poor, they relied on their hard labor to earn money. They would gather recyclables at the 

beach and city corners, even if it was trivial amounts of cash, it was all through honest work. 

Right before Chen Xi and her mother were about to finish the beef noodles, Chen Xi’s mother collapsed 

on the table. This made Chen Xi panic. Her mother was sick, but she had never fainted before. She 

would know because they would go together to the hospital! 

“Hurry, call the emergency line!” the experienced waiter quickly suggested. 

“Okay!” Chen Xi nodded. “Can someone lend me their phone…” 

She didn’t have a phone. Even if the phone wasn’t expensive, the monthly fees weren’t something they 

can afford. 

“Use mine!” Feng Xiaoxiao couldn’t stay angry with Lin Yi. She handed her phone over to Chen Xi. 

As she watched Chen Xi, she remembered her own teen years of being alone without her mother. It was 

so sad and lonely. 

“No need to call, even if you send her to the hospital it is pointless. No need to waste that money,” Lin Yi 

looked at Chen Xi’s mother and faintly spoke up. 

Chen Xi’s mother’s vitality was rapidly disappearing, from a medical standpoint, it was beyond saving. 

“What!” Chen Xi was crying as she overheard. She held up her mother and cried louder. Today was her 

16th birthday, she knew that her mother will soon depart her, but she didn’t think it was so soon! 

Before her mother had fainted, she still had hope that her mother would wake up and recover at the 

hospital. But with Lin Yi’s harsh truth, it was like a pan of cold water that woke her up and destroyed her 

hopes… 

She lost all hope, she didn’t know what else to do. She continued to cry while hugging her mother. This 

was the only way she knew how to share her sadness. 



“Who are you to determine that? How can you say that?” The waiter was dissatisfied with Lin Yi’s 

words. “Who are you to determine someone’s well being from a single word look?” 

Lin Yi glanced over at the waiter. The waiter spoke up because he had a good heart. Lin Yi didn’t have 

any grudges or look down at the mother-daughter, so he didn’t feel offended. It was the truth, so why 

would he bicker with the waiter? 

When he saw Lin Yi looked over, he suddenly remembered that this was the person who had driven 

away the local gangsters. He was afraid that he would get hurt from speaking up. Taken back a bit, he 

insisted on calling for emergency services, “don’t listen to him, send her to the hospital! I’ll call the 

emergency services!” 

“Lin Yi, can she not be saved?” Feng Xiaoxiao knew that Lin Yi had superior medical skills since he had 

saved her before. She had to ask again if it was true. 

This was when Lin Yi placed his hand on Chen Xi’s mother’s wrist. He looked at Feng Xiaoxiao and said: 

“liver cancer late stages, what do you think the hospital can do for that?” 

“That…” Feng Xiaoxiao was depressed. Cancer. Even with today’s technology, when they hear the terms 

‘cancer’ it was like a death sentence! 

“Ahhh!” Chen Xi was in shock. Her eyes widen as she stared back at Lin Yi! 

“Don’t listen to him! The moment he opens his mouth, it is about someone having cancer. That is not 

possible.” The waiter didn’t trust Lin Yi’s judgement. How could anyone pass judgement so fast. “You 

were just helping them out before, why are you like this now?” 

Chapter 976: Then Anything Will Do 

 

Then Anything Will Do 

However, Chen Xi knew that Lin Yi wasn’t pulling the information out of his ass! She was shocked. 

When she brought her mother for a checkup with the eastern doctors, she has witnessed this type of 

checking a condition by feeling the pulse. However, the brief amount of time that Lin Yi took to sense 

the pulse was amazing. She never saw this speed before! 

It was that moment Chen Xi realized that this was the brother that had helped her before. He was the 

miracle doctor! If he could diagnose the condition in that amount of speed, then could he save her 

mother? 

“You can save my mother, right? You were able to diagnose my mother, you must have some idea!” 

Chen Xi quickly held onto Lin Yi’s hand. She begged, “Please help save my mother, I will agree to any of 

your terms!” 

Lin Yi’s heart trembled when he faced with these types of situations. Before, he wouldn’t have felt 

motivated, could it be that his personality has changed? 



Chen Xi’s words also confused the waiter! He didn’t think that Lin Yi could be spot on with the diagnosis. 

Lin Yi didn’t look like he could be a miracle doctor! Could he be the real deal? 

If that was possible, the waiter felt stupid and ashamed. He was in a rush that he jumped to the 

conclusion of how irresponsible Lin Yi’s statement was! 

“Lin Yi, do you have any idea?” Feng Xiaoxiao understood the pain of losing a parent when she looks at 

Chen Xi, she sees herself. If there was a way, she would do all she can to help! 

“If it was discovered earlier, that would’ve been possible…” Lin Yi hesitated. “But, at this point, it is 

complicated…” 

Chen Xi heard the first half of the statement and was disappointed, but the latter half of the statement 

lit up her eyes! Lin Yi’s words hinted that it was complicated, but not impossible! 

Chen Xi knew that she needed help and fast. She kneeled in front of Lin Yi and begged “Miracle Doctor 

Brother, please help save my mom. No matter the cost, I am willing to give it to you!” 

Feng Xiaoxiao had also experienced this before, she had to beg before and she was able to receive his 

help! Feng Xiaoxiao understood Lin Yi’s personality. The moment, he agrees to help, then he will do his 

best to solve it! 

Feng Xiaoxiao sighed out in relief. If Lin Yi says that he has an idea, then there must be a way! 

Feng Xiaoxiao relaxed her tension, she joked around with Chen Xi “If he says your mom, then you have 

to return him a favor okay?” 

“Oh?” Chen Xi froze. Her cheeks blushed. She knew what it meant to return the favor. It was equivalent 

to selling her own body! No matter how poor they were, she never had the thought of selling her body 

to pay for the doctor visit. She knew that the medical condition wasn’t looking too well, the doctor was 

even clear that no matter how much money they spent it wouldn’t be to treat the condition, it would be 

a delay of the inevitable. 

Chen Xi knew that if she sold her body to help pay for doctor visits, it would only be a temporary fix. If 

her mom found out of her activities, then she would get aggravated, which might pop a capillary and get 

a stroke. Liver cancer patients were supposed to maintain a calm demeanor so that their condition 

wouldn’t worsen 

Right now, Lin Yi had given her hope. Chen Xi knew that Lin Yi had a way. She would place her bets on 

him because he was able to spot the diagnosis even when all other doctors had given up. 

Even if Chen Xi thought about Feng Xiaoxiao’s suggestion a little outrageous. She didn’t have time to 

renegotiate and debate ethics. In a mad rush, she nodded and said: “fine, if you can treat my mom’s 

sickness, then I will do anything you want!” 

Chen Xi didn’t specify the ‘favor’, but the meaning doesn’t deviate too far from what people want. Chen 

Xi wasn’t an idiot. She believed that Lin Yi could treat her mom, but until she was fully treated, she 

won’t do anything with him! 

She wouldn’t be in the mood if her mom wasn’t healed. She was also worried that Lin Yi could lie to her! 

He might not be a scam artist, but she still had to put up a guard against people! 



If her mom’s sickness could be completely treated, then Chen Xi wouldn’t have any regrets. Today was 

her birthday, she was a young adult by her cultural standards. She could make her own decision! 

Lin Yi watched as Feng Xiaoxiao and Chen Xi reach terms of agreement, without his consent. He knew 

that Feng Xiaoxiao was joking, but Chen Xi didn’t know that and she took it as real terms of the 

agreement. 

All of a sudden, the waiter felt as if Lin Yi and Feng Xiaoxiao were suspicious people that took advantage 

of the situation. On top of that, he thought that it was weird for Feng Xiaoxiao to help her love interest 

find another partner. Could it be that she was mentally unstable? 

Nevertheless, this was their business, what could an outsider like himself say about it? He ended up 

minding his own business. 

“Ah…” Lin Yi smiled. “She is only joking with you. You are too young, you haven’t even matured yet. Why 

would I ask something like that from you?” 

Lin Yi’s words were surprising to hear. He had given up on any favors from Chen Xi. Lin Yi thought that 

the young girl Chen Xi was charming, but he wasn’t going to have her return any favors from just being 

cute. 

How could this Feng Xiaoxiao cause so much trouble with one phrase? If news of this got to Tang Yun’s 

ears, he would be in so much trouble. Not to mention what the Miss would say about it! 

“Who… Who said that I’m not mature?” Chen Xi refuted. She blushed as she proudly held up her head. 

Her body didn’t have anything spectacular about it, but at her current again, it was impressive. Lin Yi just 

minded about how young she was! 

Chen Xi thought that Lin Yi’s refusal meant he wouldn’t help! Chen Xi needed his help no matter what, 

so she kept on selling herself to him. She puffed up her chest, tell me “where is it too small? I haven’t 

matured yet, but I am still growing!” 

Lin Yi was stunned, as he explained himself “you are too young,” 

“I have turned 16 today. I’m already an adult! But, I can continue growing!” Chen Xi quickly added. 

“Waiting for you to grow up, your mom would be long gone!” Lin Yi laughing off this nonsense. 

“Oh…” Chen Xi heard Lin Yi’s word. She knew this was hopeless. She looked at Lin Yi helplessly. She 

didn’t know what to say to convince him. 

Chapter 977: Miracle Doctor Bro 

 

Miracle Doctor Bro 

“It is fine, I don’t need you to do anything for me,” Lin Yi replied. “Just release me, so I can check up on 

your mother,” 



“Oh… Okay!” Chen Xi realized she had clenched onto Lin Yi’s arms tightly. She had forgotten what was 

personal boundaries early on in their conversation. When she realized that, she blushed with 

embarrassment! 

He announced that he had no need for her to do anything, but what did that mean? Did that mean he 

didn’t want her as a lover? Or did that also mean he had intended to save her mother? 

Chen Xi didn’t know what he truly meant until Lin Yi’s actions confirmed it. 

Lin Yi pulled out a box of needles. The silver needles were quickly stabbed onto Chen Xi’s mom’s body! 

“How come you… don’t sanitize it?” Chen Xi trusted Lin Yi, but she also understood basic sanitary 

methods. If unsanitized, it can cause an infection! 

“I’ve sanitized it already!” Lin Yi calmly replied. He didn’t explain how he had sanitized it, but without 

using any alcohol products, he used the silver needles. He used his own body’s pure energy to 

exterminate any foreign bodies as a sanitation method. In that instant, the heat transfer on the needles 

was cleansed of any bacteria or viruses. 

“Oh…” Chen Xi didn’t bother to interrupt anymore and guessed that it was already pre-sanitized since he 

had the box on him the entire time. 

To treat terminal cancer, Lin Yi couldn’t revert the cells to normal. If she was in the early stages of 

cancer, he could prevent the tumor from spreading. Then the tumor can be ablated. After it is cut off, 

Lin Yi could’ve used his energy to stimulate growth for the liver cells to regain organ function. 

However, the terminal cancer cells had already spread, he couldn’t use that method anymore. He had to 

resort to the 2nd method which was more complicated! 

Using silver needles, he used it to suppress several channels that the cancer cells might metastasize to. 

Then, Lin Yi used his internal energy to help stimulate Chen Xi’s mother’s vitality. He also fed her 

traditional eastern medicine that helps eliminate tumors! 

In this world, there were many ways of eastern treatment for cancer that were still undocumented. So 

this could be one of those rare methods! 

Lin Yi was skilled in medicine and treatment. If he wanted to cure Chen Xi’s mother, it wouldn’t be an 

impossible task. It would be a time-consuming treatment, he would require several different herbs for 

every treatment, to reach the desired outcome! Since everyone reacted differently to the treatment’s 

effect, it might take a few days to weeks or it can take a long time as a year! 

However, what makes Lin Yi special was his energy. He can endlessly revitalize Chen Xi’s mother so that 

it would be hard for the tumors to spread. He could do it until she heals! That would mean that Lin Yi 

would have to set time aside to be reserved for Chen Xi’s mother’s treatment 

This was a continuous treatment process, so it would be better for him to treat it all in one go! 

Lin Yi activated the Art of Dragon Mastery to start the process of transferring energy into Chen Xi’s 

mother. 



Chen Xi, Feng Xiaoxiao, and the waiter held their breaths. They just watched Lin Yi plug several needles 

into the body like an expert. They were quite confident of Lin Yi now. 

“Ah.. What is wrong with me?” Mother Chen woke up! She touched her head as she was very dazed still. 

She struggled to open up her eyes to look at the surrounding. She saw the people around her, especially 

her crying daughter. “Xiao Hao… What is wrong…” 

“Mom, you are finally awake!” Chen Xi didn’t think that her mother could wake up so suddenly. She was 

afraid that once her mother had fainted she would never wake back up! She was glad that Lin Yi was 

able to wake her mother up. She had decided to keep her promise to Lin Yi, no matter what Lin Yi 

requested of her, she would agree to it! 

“Xiao Hao… I… Seemed to have gotten very drowsy, did I sleep?” Mother Chen looked down at her own 

body. She discovered the needles still stuck on her body, she didn’t feel it on her skin. She was shocked 

“this is…” 

“Mom, you fainted, it was due to this Miracle Doctor Bro that stuck his head out for us…” Chen Xi looked 

at Lin Yi, as she was talking to her mother. As she looked him up and down, her face blushed… 

“How did I pass out…” Mother Chen cried. She quickly conveyed her feelings to Lin Yi “Thank you, you 

are too kind, I didn’t think I would trouble you…” 

“It was nothing, I can’t handle,” Lin Yi shook his head. Then he pulled out the needle. “I’m only 

suppressing your tumor cells, you aren’t fully treated yet! Where is your house? Let’s walk and talk…” 

In the ramen shop, there were still outsiders watching the scene. Lin Yi didn’t want his method of cancer 

treatment to spread like gossip. If other people found out, then everyone will look for him to treat their 

ailments. Even if he didn’t do anything, he was still one person. He had to borrow the power from the 

Art of Dragon Mastery to produce energy and replicate this process multiple times! 

Lin Yi doesn’t want to break the medical status quo because he was a single person. He was helpless in 

terms of the number of people he can treat at one time! 

Mother Chen didn’t say anything, but Chen Xi was smart as she understood the meaning behind Lin Yi’s 

words. He wanted to maintain secrecy, why else would he want to go to their house. Once he 

completed the treatment, she would have no reason not to give him, what was promised. 

“Miracle Doctor Bro, follow me!” Chen Xi nodded and lifted her mother out the door. 

Mother Chen didn’t want her daughter to casually give out their address to strangers. She thought to 

herself, that after so many years, that woman shouldn’t know Lin Yi! She had been avoiding people for 

that reason as they might be enemies of hers. Mother Chen didn’t speak up for that reason. 

Lin Yi and Feng Xiaoxiao left the ramen shop. The waiter was in the background shaking his head. He 

thought that Lin Yi couldn’t wait to finish his transaction with Chen Xi. 

“Miracle Doctor Bro, my house is over there…” Chen Xi walked out the door and did a right-hand sign. 

“Get in the car, I’ll drive,” Lin Yi pointed at Feng Xiaoxiao’s Audi TT. The car had seats in the back, but the 

doors were to the front and only accessible by the front seat. It was rather troublesome to get on and 

off, but for a short trip, this wouldn’t be a problem. 



Mother Chen saw that when it was time to get in the car, she felt nervous! She didn’t know Lin Yi and 

Feng Xiaoxiao’s identity. Even if she was saved by Lin Yi, she still felt nervous about any outsiders! 

Chen Xi didn’t hesitate at all, she dragged her mother into the car. She had witnessed a miracle at work. 

Lin Yi was able to use his mystical treatment to help her mother woke up, she had to bring her back for 

the full treatment before he refuses! 

Mother Chen saw how persistent her daughter was, and these two young teenagers had helped them 

before. Mother Chen decided to drop her hesitation and choose to believe in them as she followed Chen 

Xi into the car. 

She thought that in full daylight, Lin Yi and Feng Xiaoxiao wouldn’t do anything outrageous! 

Chapter 978: I Will Not Regret It 

 

I Will Not Regret It 

They all came walking out from the beef noodle restaurant by themselves. The waiters in the noodle 

restaurant and many patrons saw it, and Feng Xiaoxiao’s car was also parked by the door of the beef 

noodle restaurant. There were also 24 hours of surveillance video. If her daughter or herself were to 

really have gotten into an accident, the police could easily find these people! 

With these thoughts in her mind, Mother Chen found peace, and thought Lin Yi and Feng Xiaoxiao 

wouldn’t be a part of the bad guys! 

Although they had helped out twice, it couldn’t have been premeditated. Even if by chance that this sly 

man was sent to find the mother and daughter, how could they have known that she would faint? 

When they got in the car, Lin Yi dismissed Mother Chen’s suspicion in one sentence! 

“There is a pharmacy in front. Xiaoxiao, stop there. I am going to grab some medicine!” Lin Yi said to 

Feng Xiaoxiao. 

“Okay.” Feng Xiaoxiao is also looking forward to being able to cure Chen Xi. So when Lin Yi told her so, 

she agreed without even second-guessing it, Then she drove the car to the door of the pharmacy and 

stopped the car. 

“I am going to buy medicine with you…” Chen Xi saw Lin Yi getting off the car, and spoke up quickly. How 

can she let Lin Yi spend his own money to buy medicine? She was very grateful that he treated her 

mother, so the medication money, Chen Xi intends to pay for it. 

“No, your money is not enough”. Lin Yi said casually: “If you want to return the money, you can do it 

later.” 

Since Lin Yi decided to help, he would help until the end. Even with Chen Xi’s current money situation, it 

was not enough to buy medicine. Although if she had money and insists on giving it back to him, Lin Yi 

will not mind. 



However, Lin Yi’s sentence caused Chen Xi to misunderstand! She listened to Lin Yi’s words, thinking that 

Lin Yi wanted her to repay it in another way. Instantly Chen Xi’s face became red, and she did not keep 

insisting to get off the car, but she said firmly: “Yeah, I will slowly return it back to you” 

“Oh…” Lin Yi at that time did not think that Chen Xi would think so complicated and did not think much 

before getting off the car! 

He didn’t want Chen Xi to follow, firstly because her money was not enough and it would be useless. 

Secondly, because Lin Yi didn’t want the prescription to leak out, he couldn’t guarantee that he trusted 

Chen Xi since she was still a stranger! 

Although the prescription ingredient would change for each person, if Lin Yi’s prescription fell into the 

hands of a medical expert, it would become a valuable asset! Lin Yi did not have a habit of giving away 

benefits free of charge. 

Lin Yi entered the pharmacy and did not need to write a prescription. He directly dictated some 

medicinal materials and then borrowed the pharmacy equipment to grind all the medicinal materials 

into powder, which was divided into several smaller packages. 

The reason why Lin Yi chose this small private pharmacy was that the boss and the prescriber role fall 

onto one person. Medicine won’t have to be documented and sold directly to Lin Yi. It was common 

practice with these private pharmacies to resupply inventory when they manually inspected it. 

Everything was manually updated, there weren’t any automated systems for inventory tracking. 

In little to no time at all, Lin Yi left the pharmacy and returned to the car. He handed a pack of Chinese 

medicine in Chen Xi’s hands and then said: “One pack every day and night, served with boiling water, for 

the first few days it will be accompanied by strong diarrhea, and the symptoms will gradually reduce. 

The feces will initially be all black with a foul odor, but the color will be closer to normal afterward! Once 

the stool has normalized, you can stop the medicine, and then contact me immediately. I will prepare 

for the next course of treatment! These packages are just the beginning!” 

Lin Yi quickly told them about how to take the drugs and the possible symptoms. 

“Okay!” Chen Xi carefully wrote down every word that Lin Yi had said, for fear of missing something. 

After listening to it, he nodded quickly and said: “I remembered it!” 

“Where is your home? I will send you back, I still have things to do.” Lin Yi finished up as he asked once 

more. 

“In front, that community…” Chen Xi pointed to a seemingly old neighborhood not far away. 

Feng Xiaoxiao turned and drove the car into the community. It probably belonged to a private owner 

because the buildings inside are different in height, age, and different specifications. Obviously, the 

construction period for each was different. In this situation, it was very different from the unified 

planning and construction of the community, like the ones built by Fatty Lai. 

“Which building?” asked Feng Xiaoxiao. 

“It’s the front of this building!” Chen Xi pointed out that the red brick building, which was the farthest 

away, and said: “It’s there: Room 402, Unit 3.” 



“We won’t go up. When the symptoms I said disappeared or when your mother faints again, then call 

me.” Lin Yi didn’t have any intention of going upstairs to be a guest and gave a phone number to Chen 

Xi. 

“Okay, thank you, Miracle Doctor Bro!” Chen Xi quickly recorded Lin Yi’s phone, and there was a difficult 

feeling in her heart. Lin Yi did not ask her for any extraordinary requests to make her feel 

uncomfortable. With a sigh of relief, it seemed that he wants to wait for his mother to be completely 

cured before collecting? Was it so that he can focus on her mother’s treatment? And have no regrets 

afterward? After thinking this, Chen Xi and her mother got out of the car. Then she leaned back into the 

car to whisper to Lin Yi, who was sitting in the car, and said: “I will not regret our previous conditions!” 

“Hm?” Lin Yi understood what Chen Xi was hinting at. He wanted to explain himself, but Chen Xi stood 

up straight and with her mother. Lin Yi wasn’t going to say it out loud with her mother next to her, so he 

just shook his head. 

“Mister, thank you!” Mother Chen was very grateful to see Lin Yi. She had a thousand words to choose 

from within her heart, but she couldn’t express her gratitude in that short time! After she became ill, 

she visited countless hospitals, but most doctors told her the same. They told her to give up on getting 

treated because with her financial situation, it would be a burden!! 

As for Lin Yi, he was treating her for free and she could even be cured! This made Mother Chen full of 

hope and brought her joy. Before she still had her guard up because she was afraid that Lin Yi had 

ulterior motives. She thought that he was sent by her enemies. Now that she brought them back to their 

home, they didn’t even go upstairs to pay a visit, she was overjoyed. 

Lin Yi looked at Mother Chen, but she didn’t speak. He just smiled at Feng Xiaoxiao and said: “come on, 

let’s go.” 

“Oh… Okay.” Feng Xiaoxiao did not expect Lin Yi to help Chen Xi and her mother, but her attitude was 

still indifferent. She couldn’t help, but feel a little bored by the inactivity. 

Lin Yi wasn’t a person who liked to be nosy, but even if he saved the mother and daughter, it was 

because of Feng Xiaoxiao. Although there were some changes in Lin Yi’s heart, it was impractical to help 

every person he saw. Otherwise, Lin Yi should’ve just opened up a stall in front of the hospital to set up 

shop to free medical consultation and focus on that only. 

Chapter 979: What Miracle Doctor? 

 

What Miracle Doctor? 

“They are saying thank you to you. Why are you not listening? Did you just do a good thing for no 

reason?” Feng Xiaoxiao couldn’t help but ask as she giggled. 

“They don’t have anything to do with me. If it wasn’t for you, I wouldn’t have intervened.” Lin Yi said 

faintly. 

“Ah? Then you just sit back and ignore?” After Feng Xiaoxiao listened to Lin Yi’s words, she couldn’t help 

but swear: “Do you still have kindness in your heart?” 



“I don’t sit back and ignore it, but I can’t bother with it.” Lin Yi shrugged. “Can Hua Tuo make people 

from this era not sick? I have my things to do. If I have to govern everything, then I can’t do anything 

else,” 

However, there was a saying in Lin Yi’s heart, but he did not verbally speak it! That is, what is the 

purpose of kindness? Were there killers and mercenaries that are kind? In many cases, their employers 

and perspectives on the issues are different! 

When there were two forces of evil, it was difficult to say who was right or wrong. Just like in the North 

African battlefield, with Lin Yi and his opponents, many of them are working for their employers. How 

can they tell who is right and who is wrong? In this place what is kindness? Being kind to the enemy was 

being cruel to yourself! 

However, after returning to the bustling city, Lin Yi did not want to admit it but was convinced that he 

really changed. The concept of good and evil became obvious. He had become more and more soft, like 

an ordinary person! 

Lin Yi didn’t know if this was good or bad. In short, today’s events may have just been the beginning. of 

something bigger. Although Lin Yi may verbally say one thing, his heart has already decided to do 

something else. These changes in mentality might be his true feelings, but that was hard to say. 

“Oh…” Feng Xiaoxiao listened to Lin Yi’s words. Although she was disappointed, she was slightly 

surprised. Lin Yi didn’t stick his neck out for himself, so was it possible that she occupied a position in his 

heart? Had her own efforts been fruitful? Was this Lin Yi’s way to display love? 

“Today, I did it for you, now I don’t owe you anything anymore. I hope you will not threaten me with the 

photo in the future.” Feng Xiaoxiao has not been happy for a long time. Lin Yi interrupted her happiness 

like pouring a basin of cold water on her. The mood of joy suddenly disappeared! 

“No threat, I won’t use it as a threat anymore. What’s so great about it!” Feng Xiaoxiao snorted, and 

very uncomfortable said: “Are you afraid that Tang Yun will see it? I will not show her!” 

Looking at Lin Yi and Feng Xiaoxiao’s car disappearing from view, Mother Chen was a little taken back. 

She could tell that Lin Yi helped her, but his attitude was a little indifferent, which made her very 

puzzled. Lin Yi might be doing a good deed, but the attitude didn’t match it at all. 

Chen Xi shook his head, temporarily set aside all those unrealistic thoughts, and then changed into a 

smile for her mother, “Mom, we met a good person, and still a Miracle Doctor. The Miracle Doctor Bro 

said he can cure you” 

“Oh, I hope so…” Ms. Chen did not expect to recover from her illness! She was old, and her experience is 

more abundant than Chen Xi. Naturally, she knew her body best! Not to mention any ordinary doctor, 

even the family private doctors should be helpless against cancers. As for her and her daughter, to be 

able to meet a person who can cure her cancer? That type of luck didn’t fall on them. That person needs 

to have the medical expertise to help her, so how can she encounter a person like that so casually? It 

just wasn’t realistic 

However, Mother Chen knew that she didn’t have long to live. She saw how happy her daughter got. She 

would be willing to accept any treatment because she has nothing to lose if it doesn’t work. If she would 



die one way or the other, then what is wrong with giving it a try? If it could give her daughter hope, then 

she would do it. 

Chen Xi took her mother’s hand and went upstairs happily, but she encountered the neighboring elder 

who picks up recycled goods. 

“Zhu Grandpa, do you need to go to the beach at night?” Chen Xi smiled and greeted the grandpa. 

Zhu Grandpa was a lonely old man. He lived next door to Chen Xi’s mother and daughter. During the 

day, he relied on collecting garbage to make a living. In the evening, he went to some prosperous areas 

such as the beach to pick up some beverage bottles and cardboard boxes! 

Since Chen Xi’s mother was sick, Zhu Grandpa would take Chen Xi to scavenge the landfills, and the 

things that were found were dedicated to helping Chen Xi. 

Chen Xi was very grateful. She also suggested that he should distribute the money 50-50 on the profits, 

but Grandpa said that he lived alone, and the money he earns from collecting garbage every day was 

enough for daily life. He doesn’t need the extra income so it was better to be used for Mother Chen’s 

treatment! 

Zhu Grandpa also took out his years of savings so that Chen Xi can use it to pay medical fees! 

Chen Xi’s mother and Zhu Grandpa were old neighbors. Several decades ago, Chen Xi’s mother just 

moved and within half a year, Zhu Grandpa also moved next door. In a blink of an eye, they’ve been 

neighbors for so long, Zhu Grandpa took care of Chen Xi’s and her mother… 

“Oh go on, Xiao Xi, when you get out of school, come find me so we can go together!” Zhu Grandpa’s 

face a gentle smile, and the folds are piled up together, looking at Chen Xi’s eyes full of compassion! 

“Okay!” Chen Xi nodded. Today she was very happy. Her mother’s illness problem was finally solved! 

However, although her mother’s illness is being solved, she still to continue going to the beach to pick 

up bottles. It was because of her mother’s illness will take a long time to heal, she took it upon herself to 

earn living expenses on her own! 

“Hey? Xiao Chen, you look better?” Grandpa glanced at Mother Chen and said it with a smile. 

“Oh, is that so?” Chen did not expect that her own facial color to change from the effects so soon. 

“Zhu Grandpa, my mother’s illness will soon be cured!” Chen Xi said happily. 

“What? Cured?” Zhu Grandpa’s face changed slightly, and then asked “Cancer… can be cured? Xiao Xi, 

don’t be so naive to trust the swindlers? These people can talk you into anything, but they are in it for 

the money!” 

“He doesn’t want money!” Chen Yi thought of Lin Yi, and her heart started beating more rapidly. “My 

mother and I met a Miracle Doctor today, he will treat for her mother for free! 

“Miracle Doctor?” Zhu Grandpa frowned. “What Miracle Doctor?” 

“Oh, he is not a liar, You don’t have to worry about it, Zhu Grandpa. You will be busy, I will tell you at 

night!” Chen said with a smile. 



“Well, then I will go to collect garbage first. I haven’t started yet!” Grandpa nodded and said, “You will 

tell me all about it tonight, so you don’t get fooled!” 

“That sounds like a plan!” Chen Xi also wanted to share her happiness with Zhu Grandpa. 

Zhu Grandpa nodded and went downstairs. However, when he got down to the floor between the two 

floors, he turned around and looked at the back of Chen Xi and Chen Xi’s mother, frowning and 

squinting in his eyes. Miracle Doctor? What Miracle Doctor? Could he really cure cancer? 

Chapter 980: My Father Wants To See You Again 

 

My Father Wants To See You Again 

“Right, Lin Yi… my father, he also came back to Songshan City with me…” Feng Xiaoxiao found that it was 

a bit difficult to bring up the topic. Before she was using her father as an excuse to see Lin Yi, it s was 

natural to say it. But now that her dad really wanted to see Lin Yi, it made her feel a little embarrassed. 

“He is looking for me?” Lin Yi remembered that Feng Tianlong wanted to meet him several times before. 

Due to multiple missed encounters, Lin Yi started to suspect that Feng Xiaoxiao was lying. After all, Lin Yi 

knew Feng Tianlong. From Lin Yi’s perspective. It seems that Feng Tianlong knew his relationship with his 

daughter. He was sure that Feng Tianlong would pay him a visit, and they were close friends too. 

However, the last visit Feng Xiaoxiao said that Feng Tianlong had something to do at work. Lin Yi did not 

wait to find out. He knew the nature of Feng Tianlong’s work. It might take a day, maybe ten days or 

even half a year to a year before he got back from work. How could Lin Yi wait endlessly like that? 

During that time, his Miss was in trouble. 

“Well, he is looking to meet with you again!” Feng Xiaoxiao nodded but saw that Lin Yi didn’t seem to 

have any special expression. It was a bit strange: “Hey, why are you not afraid at all? My father knows 

about our relationship!” 

“Oh,” Lin Yi faintly said: “What relationship do we have?” 

“I have shown the photo to him anyway. What do you think he would say about our relationship?” Feng 

Xiaoxiao really asked. 

“Oh…” Lin Yi just smiled and said nothing. He believed that he understood Feng Tianlong and he should 

understand his daughter’s personality. Dealing with things like this, Lin Yi can explain himself. After all, 

he had worked with Feng Tianlong before. If he really did something with Feng Xiaoxiao, he wouldn’t 

deny it. 

“Can’t you be nervous?” Feng Xiaoxiao suddenly felt a sense of frustration. When someone else’s 

boyfriend planned to meet the in-laws for the first time, it would be embarrassing. Not Lin Yi though—

he took it nonchalantly. Obviously, he didn’t think of himself as her lover! Feng Xiaoxiao was a little 

depressed! 

She waved her fist around, love has not been successful, and she still needs to put in hard work! She 

doesn’t believe that with her own beauty, Lin Yi will not be hooked. Even a sly fox, can’t escape a 24-

hour hunter! 



“When does he want to meet?” Lin Yi asked. 

“I don’t know, if you agree, I will call my dad and he will contact you,” Feng Xiaoxiao said. 

“Okay, then let him set a time, I will pay my respects.” Lin Yi nodded. 

The return of Feng Xiaoxiao did not cause much turmoil. In the third year of high school, it was normal 

for people to come and go in the class. Some of the students returned to their original school, and some 

repeat students came back to review. There were still some hopeless students that failed the college 

entrance examination who have paved their own way in the business world. As for the students coming 

from wealthy families, they were students who don’t have to worry about the way out. They were still 

ditching from class every day. Zou Ruoming was one of those wealthy failing students. 

After Lin Yi and Feng Xiaoxiao returned to school, they went separate ways. Lin Yi went to see Tang Yun. 

Feng Xiaoxiao originally wanted to spend more time with Lin Yi since she was bored in class. She felt 

depressed; she didn’t know if she could survive to go to college, so Feng Xiaoxiao didn’t have much 

interest in learning. Even if she couldn’t go to college, she wouldn’t have any problems with her father 

Feng Tianlong’s network. 

“Xiaoxiao sis, you are back? You disappeared for a while?” Zhong Pinliang saw that Feng Xiaoxiao 

returned, so he sat in Lin Yi’s seat next to Feng Xiaoxiao and asked. 

“Oh, went out for a trip…” Feng Xiaoxiao looked at Zhong Pinliang and said, “Ah yes, while I was absent, 

did you do anything to Lin Yi?” 

“Dealing with Lin Yi…” Zhong Pinliang’s face suddenly changed, and then said: “Xiaoxiao sis, I came here 

because I want to persuade you to give up, let’s not target Lin Yi…” 

The House Yu and Xiao incidents touched the nerves of Zhong Pinliang. Before he could gather enough 

strength, he would never attempt anything against Lin Yi. He stood on the united front with Feng 

Xiaoxiao, so he naturally does not want Feng Xiaoxiao to go and provoke Lin Yi! 

In case Feng Xiaoxiao provoked Lin Yi, then Lin Yi might assume that Zhong Pinliang and Feng Xiaoxiao 

were a group. That would be so unlucky! So in order to avoid being implicated, he decided to persuade 

Feng Xiaoxiao to let go of any ideas regarding Lin Yi! 

Zhong Pinliang also felt that with the strength of Feng Xiaoxiao, it is impossible to do anything to Lin Yi 

anyhow! 

“Oh?” Feng Xiaoxiao said. “What’s wrong? Didn’t you hate him for his actions?” 

“Hey, don’t bring it up!” Zhong Pinliang shook his head. “Xiaoxiao sis, I’m telling you this because we are 

friends! Do you know about this? Yanjing City’s House Yu and Xiao went to Lin Yi, seeking trouble… 

Those two are noble houses. Have you heard of it?” 

“House Yu? House Xiao?” How could Feng Xiaoxiao have never heard about it? She was present at the 

House Yu auction before and ate with Lin Yi and House Xiao members at the same table. Feng Xiaoxiao 

naturally knew these two families “Were they looking for Lin Yi to create trouble?” 

“Yeah, within the noble Houses, there were mystic stage fighters looking to create trouble for Lin Yi. Can 

you guess the result?” Zhong Pinliang said with some depressed look. The difference in strength 



between him and Lin Yi was too big of a gap. Fortunately, he didn’t rush to take action. He looks forward 

to the day when Zhang Naipao returns from his training on the mountain. 

“What about it?” Feng Xiaoxiao’s heart was tightening, which made her slightly stunned. How could she 

be nervous about Lin Yi? She wanted to take revenge on him, but when she heard that two noble 

Houses wanted to take their revenge on Lin Yi, why was it that she felt unhappy? 

No. Lin Yi had offended her, so she must take revenge by herself. She can’t rely on other people’s hands! 

This was the self-justification that Feng Xiaoxiao gave herself. 

“One person from House Yu died, and another person from House Xiao went into a vegetative state…” 

Zhong Pinliang sighed. “Xiaoxiao sis, we are not his opponents, so don’t act rashly!” 

“What? Lin Yi killed someone from House Yu, and turned another person from House Xiao a retard? 

Then, how come Lin Yi looks completely fine?” Feng Xiaoxiao listened and then widened her eyes, and 

looked at Zhong Pinliang incredibly! 

This news was something Feng Tianlong had found out but didn’t tell Feng Xiaoxiao. From Feng 

Tianlong’s point of view, Lin Yi was a powerful individual, and those noble houses have been 

unscrupulous in recent years. Although they still obeyed the rules of not having the peak individuals 

walking the mortal realm, things might be different if things got out of hand. Now that Lin Yi had started 

fires everywhere, it gave them a reason for the peak individuals to walk the mortal realm. They would 

be so happy for this opportunity. 

 


